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In February, Lumina Foundation hosted more than 40 national experts in a discussion central to Goal 2025. With nine years remaining to reach Goal 2025 and growing concern about the learning that stands behind postsecondary credentials in the U.S., we’re pleased to share the discussions from the convening and proposed next steps to advance what is coming to be known as learning systems reform.

Lumina is committed to Goal 2025 – increasing the proportion of Americans with degrees, certificates and other high-quality postsecondary credentials to 60 percent by 2025. Lumina defines high-quality credentials as those with transparent learning outcomes leading to further education and employment. Since adopting Goal 2025, we have hosted a number of conversations related to learning – most recently, the convening that is described in this report. We’ve also supported a series of conversations which are part of an evolving national dialogue on credentialing summarized in Connecting Credentials: Lessons from the National Summit on Credentialing and Next Steps in the National Dialogue (see www.ConnectingCredentials.org for further background).

What is increasingly apparent from these conversations is that they are converging around learning as central to the national effort to increase postsecondary attainment. Many higher education institutions are using the Degree Qualifications Profile (DQP) to guide efforts to strengthen the quality of their associate, bachelor’s and master’s degrees. There are other learning and skills frameworks that apply to other credentials (e.g., certificates, industry certifications, badges, apprenticeships, micro-credentials) to help clarify the learning/skills outcomes behind them. These include the beta Credentials Framework, employability skills frameworks, and a number of industry sector frameworks.

The National Summit on Credentialing held in October 2015 led to the appointment of work groups that have been meeting since February to address five focus areas to advance the credentialing effort. The work groups’ goal is to create an action plan for a coherent, connected and clear credentialing system that works for all students. These include the beta Credentials Framework, employability skills frameworks, and a number of industry sector frameworks.

We are heartened to see these important conversations about learning and credentialing converge. Educators, employers, learners, policymakers and researchers are increasingly asking the same questions: Do our degrees, certificates and other credentials stand for high quality? What is the learning – the skills – that our credentials signify? How do we know learning has occurred and that skills have been acquired? Which credentials have the most value?

There is growing recognition that credentials must stand for high-quality learning and skill development; that several key steps are needed to advance the creation of a more transparent, connected credentialing system in the U.S.; and that we must not advance these actions in silos. Rather, progress requires partnerships and collective action. That’s the only way to achieve our shared vision and leverage resources for the long journey ahead.

We have many groups to thank for their leadership in the conversation about learning systems reform. Key among them are the Association of American Colleges & Universities (AAC&U) and the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA). These organizations ably assisted us in identifying resources to inform the convening discussions on learning systems and the national experts who are leading major efforts to strengthen learning outcomes.

Finally, our sincere appreciation goes to the more than 40 national experts who joined Lumina Foundation and our colleagues from the Teagle Foundation and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation at the February convening. These individuals informed the growing community of individuals and organizations committed to learning systems work and urged us all to consider thoughtfully the type of collaboration necessary to advance this work. The insights from these experts have strengthened Lumina’s own commitment to connect high-quality credentials to learning – and we invite others to join us in the critical work ahead.

Dewayne Matthews, Ph.D.
Vice President of Strategy Development
Holly Zanville, Ph.D.
Strategy Director
Amber Garrison Duncan, Ph.D.
Strategy Officer
Develop a common language so that we have a common way of explaining credentials in terms of the competencies – the knowledge and skills – that each represents.

Use technology and real-time data to empower credential users including learners, employers and advisers to make informed decisions about credential options, pathways to them, and their value in the labor market.

Create nimble quality-assurance processes to ensure the credentials people earn are of high quality so that workers enter the workforce prepared to thrive, and all stakeholders trust the validity of the credentials being used.

Develop scalable ways of engaging employers to ensure credentials are relevant in the workforce, in the creation and use of those credentials.

Build credentialing pathways to increase equity so that quality credentials are linked to career pathways and the pathways are increasing attainment among first-generation and minority students. This will lead to greater social equity and better outcomes for those who have not been well served by our higher education system.

We need a shared language to talk more widely about the reforms needed in our learning systems. A specific next step is to create a shared glossary of terms. A shared glossary will help us avoid disagreements about what some terms mean and make the case for changes needed.

Every professional is important – advisers, course designers, registrars, faculty, staff, and employers – and each uses technology in helping students learn what they need to succeed in the 21st century economy and society.

Curriculum is redesigned to ensure students’ educational experiences create personalized learning pathways toward the learning outcomes associated with the high-quality credential they seek.

Research informs us that integrated, interdisciplinary learning requires faculty to move beyond a discipline-based orientation to work with educators across the institution and practitioners in the employer world.

Shift the public policy narrative from ‘postsecondary education is a private good’ to the equity-minded view that ‘postsecondary education is a public good.’ Jobs providing a living wage will require post-secondary credentials. This underscores the urgency that Americans from every background pursue a high quality postsecondary credential.
WHY A ‘LEARNING OUTCOMES’ CONVENING?

For more than two decades, higher education leaders and associations, employers and policymakers have been asking tough questions about how well our nation’s colleges and universities prepare graduates to contribute successfully to a changing global workforce and society. Business leaders often express frustration that college graduates are not achieving the broad, cross-cutting learning outcomes they need at high enough levels to fuel a technology-rich, innovation-driven economy. They also complain that – whatever levels of learning graduates might be achieving – transcripts, resumes, and other current forms of documentation do not provide information that enables anyone outside the academy to understand clearly what students actually learned in college. They often don’t know what a specific degree or credential signifies in terms of learning – what students know and can do.

“We have no idea what our nation is getting substantively in exchange for an enormous public investment in higher education and constantly rising private tuition.” - The Hill

Given how important a highly educated citizenry has become to our nation’s economic vitality, it is not surprising that policymakers at both the state and federal levels also have been asking tougher questions about how well our colleges and universities are performing. While policymakers have until very recently been primarily focused on access, affordability, attainment rates, and average salaries of graduates, business leaders have been more concerned – and vocal – about actual learning outcomes. A recent op-ed in The Hill (Barry 2015) noted that “for all the rhetoric and angst about increasing college prices, the dirty little secret of higher education is that a college degree doesn’t actually represent any particular set of knowledge or skills. We have no idea what our nation is getting – substantively – in exchange for an enormous public investment in higher education and constantly rising private tuition. Do students leave with just a piece of paper or do they leave intellectually with something appreciably greater?”

Higher education leaders have not ignored these critiques. Many educators also have been concerned – especially in the face of changing demographics and changing patterns of college attendance – about the intentionality of curricular pathways and the actual levels of learning of students. In the past, students relied on one institution for their degree program and institutions hoped to deliver a logically sequenced education. While coherence may have been illusory even then, newer attendance patterns place greater responsibility on students themselves to create meaningful learning from a supermarket of choices (AAC&U 2002). This trend toward “student swirl” has only increased. It emphasizes the need for institutions and systems of higher education to collaborate on clarifying expected learning outcomes and demonstrating students’ achievement as they progress.

These pressures and concerns all drive a steady increase in attention to learning outcomes – how we define them and measure how well students are actually achieving them in and across all kinds of institutions and educational experiences. Dozens of projects and many reports have been issued in the last decade addressing the need for greater clarity about learning outcomes and the need to assess them more effectively.

Lumina Foundation’s Goal 2025 seeks to increase the proportion of Americans with degrees, certificates and other high-quality credentials to 60 percent by 2025, defined as those that are based on transparent learning outcomes and that lead to further education and employment.

With Goal 2025 in mind, and aware of growing concern about student learning outcomes, Lumina Foundation invited more than 40 practitioners and leaders working in the learning outcomes space to a convening in early February 2016. The goal of the convening, called “It’s All About the Learning,” was to strengthen collaboration among a variety of efforts advancing quality learning, equity, and completion; the use of credential/learning outcomes frameworks; the creation of transparent,
flexible and guided learning pathways; and recognition of credentials based on competencies. The objectives of the convening were to:

- Create a shared understanding of initiatives focused on enhancing high-quality learning, equity and completion, including what is working or not working.

- Identify opportunities for collaboration in advancing initiatives focused on learning, equity and completion, as well as expanding cross-initiative support.

- Develop plans for how to move forward on opportunities of shared interest and discuss the potential for a more organized community of policy and practice to support this work.

The accompanying table outlines six likely categories of the emerging concept of a learning system. The categories were identified following an analysis of nearly 200 resources (e.g., reports, books, tools, bibliographies) that inform higher education institutions, systems and state leaders about how to engage in learning systems work. A key criterion for including an item in the resource list was that it had been published within the past five years. The first supplemental document appended to this report (It is About the Learning) contains more information about the key categories of a learning system and resources reviewed, by categories.

**SIX COMPONENTS OF AN EMERGING LEARNING SYSTEM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Learning Frameworks</th>
<th>Pathways</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Recognition of Credentials</th>
<th>Equity</th>
<th>Leadership and Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Common Core and higher education alignment</td>
<td>• Competency-based education</td>
<td>• State of assessment</td>
<td>• Transcripts and badges</td>
<td>• Inclusive excellence</td>
<td>• Senior leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Degree Qualifications Profile and Tuning</td>
<td>• General education and major program redesign</td>
<td>• Approaches to assessment</td>
<td>• Credential registry</td>
<td>• Equity-minded practice</td>
<td>• Change initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Essential Learning Outcomes</td>
<td>• Remediation/developmental education</td>
<td>• Prior learning assessment</td>
<td>• Comprehensive student records</td>
<td>• Culturally relevant curriculum design</td>
<td>• Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Assignments as assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Beta Credentials Framework</td>
<td>• High-impact practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Employer engagement in quality</td>
<td>• Guided pathways</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Additional learning frameworks</td>
<td>• Transfer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IDENTIFYING THE PARTICIPANTS

In planning for the convening, Lumina worked closely with two leading organizations in learning outcomes work – the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) and the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA). These organizations suggested resources to inform the discussions and also helped identify national experts who lead major projects on learning outcomes, approaches to teaching and learning, frameworks, pathways, equity, assessment, and documentation of learning.

The attendees represented research centers, higher education systems and institutions (community colleges and universities), assessment offices, regional accrediting bodies, and intermediary organizations with expertise in policy and technical assistance. Experts represented six categories that constitute the emerging learning system (see accompanying chart and Appendix A).

Because this was an initial gathering, the participant list was not exhaustive. For example, employers and policymakers – groups that clearly have essential roles to play in the learning outcomes reform movement – were not included. The intent was not to exclude them but to first gain clarity from educators about how to move forward before bringing them more directly into the evolving national dialogue.

The great deal of work already underway in many locations (e.g., within individual colleges/universities and among interinstitutional and regional compacts, national online collaboratives and national disciplinary associations) was reflected in the pre-conference reading materials. Much of this work focuses on the use of learning outcome frameworks and credential frameworks, the creation of guided learning pathways, and the recognition of credentials based on competencies and other learning outcomes. It was also evident that these efforts are often disconnected. A key purpose of the convening, therefore, was to encourage attendees to look for ways to combine and/or expand their efforts in order to scale these changes to a larger group of learners.
KEY DISCUSSIONS
Humphreys opened her talk by drawing on David Foster Wallace’s commencement speech, “This Is Water.” Talking about learning – what it is, how teachers accomplish it, and what it is supposed to impart to students – may be like fish trying to describe the water they swim in. “Sometimes the most obvious, important, ubiquitous realities are often the ones that are hardest to study and talk about.” Postsecondary educators need to be able to explain the work and goals around learning and actual students’ levels of achievement to students, faculty, media, policy shapers, lawmakers and society – everyone who benefits from education as a public good.

It is important to acknowledge that we have made great strides in understanding which learning outcomes are most important for graduates. For instance, the Essential Learning Outcomes defined through the Liberal Education and America’s Promise (LEAP) Initiative embody work with employers and faculty distilling the learning outcomes most essential for student success.

Soon after, the Degree Qualifications Profile (DQP) took us one step further by defining what students need to do to demonstrate that they have the learning signified by their credential – be it an associate, baccalaureate or master’s degree, and regardless of college major. There is a growing consensus among employers, faculty and students that high-quality credentials must identify the learning behind the credential. Notably, the vast majority (85 percent) of individual institutions report progress in defining their learning outcomes, and most also report they’re assessing these outcomes.

So, if there is growing agreement on learning outcomes, what’s the problem? Too many students do not achieve the desired outcomes. “We need more students to have these outcomes and at higher levels,” Humphreys said. “Furthermore, too many students do not graduate and too many who do graduate do not have the breadth of learning at the level of learning they need.”

One question before us is whether we are now able to bring together educators, employers and policymakers to create coherence among these initiatives and form a coordinated group that can accelerate progress. Humphreys outlined five big issues for such a group to consider:

• How well we define, operationalize and map outcomes.

• How we design the curriculum to advance outcomes — how students actually make their way through the curriculum.

• How we communicate about the outcomes.

• How we collect data, and on which students.

• How we assess outcomes and use the results to improve learning and completion rates.

While progress is clearly being made, relatively few higher education institutions have established effective “cultures of evidence” that produce enough actionable information about student learning to fuel institution or system-wide improvements, including those at the course, assignment and program levels. Such improvements would require an understanding of equity gaps. Data on achieving institutional learning outcomes and high-impact learning experiences is often not disaggregated by race, ethnicity, income or parental level of education. This means instructors and institutions often don’t know if there are gaps in attainment or if efforts to improve instruction are benefiting all learners.

Going forward, faculty must act as “partners in change” if real progress is to be made on learning. Educators must be engaged and believe this is work worth doing. “None of this will get done without faculty,” Humphreys noted. This will require working directly with cohorts of faculty as they evolve from a mindset of “my work/my course” to “our work/our curriculum.” Faculty must also have access to meaningful assessment data, and to national organizations that are coordinating work with institutions to increase completion rates and improve the quality of student learning.
CLOSELY LINKED: QUALITY AND EQUITY

ALICIA DOWD
Professor of Education,
Pennsylvania State University
and Senior Research Associate,
Center for Urban Education

Watch a video of the full presentation:
https://youtu.be/dStBtZp05h4

Dowd framed the present-day changes as a “revolution in curriculum design and delivery of education.” While it is true that the new modern era calls on faculty and staff to be student-centered, this is not the only change. The “real revolution” is the movement of capital for the production of curricula from inside the academy to outside. In the old days, public higher education faculty were given taxpayer dollars to design, teach and grade. Today, this no longer happens in isolation. Many new ideas for programs, rubrics, technology, and pedagogies come from outside the academy. These new designs – often aimed at educating more students more effectively – typically seek higher quality, greater equity and increased efficiency over current institutional designs. To faculty, this likely sounds like “my curriculum is better than your curriculum.”

To help educators on the front lines of the quality learning movement, we need to consider ways to deliver the ideas at scale while addressing concerns. “The good news is, we’re learning how to produce buy-in and awareness,” Dowd noted. An example is “Equity and Excellence,” administered by the Center for Urban Education in Colorado (https://youtu.be/FFA4NvYoMgs).

The math department at the Community College of Aurora is a successful example of how to get faculty engaged and energized by this new model of thinking about the curriculum. In this project, faculty were given disaggregated student data course-by-course and instructor-by-instructor in quantitative literacy, algebraic literacy, and algebra. Faculty members were asked to reflect on the following questions:

- *How am I doing serving students of color?*
- *Am I closing equity gaps or contributing to them?*

By examining student data from their individual courses broken down by student characteristics, faculty were engaged in understanding the problem and creating solutions. The key to success was faculty both examining and taking ownership for their practices. Through meetings to discuss culturally responsive pedagogy and mechanisms that change practices, faculty were able to achieve greater equity. The chair of the math department even began to call himself a “first-generation equity worker.”

“We are learning that quality and equity do not have to be negatively related. We can have a positive impact on equity while maintaining or even increasing quality,” Dowd summarized. She then shared three promises that must be made to faculty if they are to embrace learning outcomes and equity initiatives:

1. **You will not be disrespected or disenfranchised.** We want you as a partner.
2. **You will not be overburdened. This is a collective effort.**
3. **You are going to experience a time of professional rejuvenation. You will look back on this as a time of personal and professional passion. You are in the vanguard of the modern era.**

Rather than tell faculty what they must do, Dowd said, we must engage their heads, hearts, and hands – that is, engage them intellectually in the concepts of their field, emphasize the goal of helping all students succeed, and engage them in their craft of teaching.

We also know that this work takes time. Using disaggregated data to drive reflection and change means faculty need time to dive into the data to make sense of it and the work of improvement, Dowd said. Important questions can be raised: “What does the data tell me? What does it tell others? What does equity mean? What’s institutionalized racism? How do I know when I see it? What do I do if I see it? Am I going to make it worse? How do I get the tools to know how to improve?”

If we convey a vision effectively, we can change the conversation from one that doubts the quality of students and loss of status, to one that ensures quality of teaching and learning for our new society. “Equity work done right can make a real difference for students.”
A GRAPHIC DEPICTION OF THE LANDSCAPE

With the help of a strategic illustrator, Patti Dobrowolski of Up Your Creative Genius, attendees at the convening developed a “big picture” landscape covering three sections:

1. Current reality of learning systems work
2. Desired new reality
3. Bold steps to the desired new reality
KEY DISCUSSIONS

CURRENT REALITY

The current educational system is fragmented. Since postsecondary education was built more to address institutions’ needs than students’ needs, the learning process is constrained now by disciplinary silos. In preserving these silos, the system fails to consistently produce the interdisciplinary learning needed to secure a good job in the 21st century knowledge economy. Furthermore, this fragmentation hampers efforts to increase student attainment, particularly among first-generation college students, low-income students and students of color. These gaps in attainment are fueling further disparities by race/ethnicity and income level.

“We have a policy conundrum. We want the future to be born now but current data measures the old notions that only completion matters. We have a misalignment of efforts. Until we align them, learning outcomes will be aspirational at best.” - Participant

There is a common public perception that postsecondary education is a private good rather than a public good that deserves public support and demands equity. Many public institutions struggle for adequate funding. With decreased support for public postsecondary education, it is difficult to create the will for necessary policy changes. Many attendees working for change are encountering policies that lock in components of the industrial-based learning system. For example, state policies that seek to facilitate in-state transfer have codified a general education curriculum model from the 1960s; this keeps curriculum in silos and too often incoherent. There is reluctance to use direct assessment of student learning as a measure of quality. Many of the current policies were created to increase accountability for student completion, but they now hamper efforts to redesign the system so that it provides a high-quality learning experience and increases the success of underserved students.

When describing the current reality on campuses, the group recognized the need for cultural change but was also honest about the challenges of changing something of which they are a part. The group agreed that we make assumptions about learning when we should be drawing on the science of learning. And, while we do have some successful examples of high-impact practices to improve learning outcomes, the benefit for students cannot be realized without a plan for students to move through the curriculum via intentionally designed, integrated and transparent pathways, which will require significant shifts in teaching and learning practices and new learning by faculty.

The group raised many questions about the role of faculty and staff in the learning system, especially with regard to the organization of pathways and the creation of opportunities to achieve degree-level outcomes. A key issue is that there is no universal understanding for how to prepare postsecondary educators. The creation and use of learning opportunities outside the traditional classroom (e.g., co-curricular learning, employer-based learning), raises important questions about what qualifies someone to teach – and about who decides what and how they should be teaching.

Along a similar thread, while the group identified employer engagement as important, it conceded that the best ways to collaborate with employers are not yet clear. While employers frequently sit on programmatic advisory groups and boards, the lack of a common language between employers and postsecondary institutions hampers communication and limits true engagement. Participants also spoke to the tension between “hearing” what employers say they want in graduates and “ensuring” that the learning behind the credential will keep people employed.

While technology can support innovation, campuses are now presented with many technology solutions and are unsure how to make best use of them in a comprehensive manner. This also complicates the use of data; current systems are often inadequate for compiling the range of data needed to inform decision making. Educators need assistance in understanding data and then actually using it to make changes to curricular designs and/or to teaching and learning practices.
In the end, the group agreed that the work now underway is overwhelmingly aimed at making repairs to a broken system when what is truly needed is a restructured system. Some in the room even called for a “learning revolution.”

“We might not recognize the tensions and unintended consequences of the changes we are trying to make for equity.” - Participant

DESCRIBING THE DESIRED REALITY

Once attendees could see a visual snapshot of the current landscape, they turned their attention to the future – describing the desired new reality. Participants coalesced around the notion of a learner-centered system. In such a system, the end result for learners – what they get from their educational experience, including learning and skills development, curricular and co-curricular experiences, and ultimately a credential leading to further education and employment – is what drives the design of majors and degrees.

The system must no longer be designed around what is desirable or easiest for an institution or the people working there, or what has historically been done. The desired and needed educational system is intentional, meaning that learning experiences are designed and facilitated using methods proven to create 1) the learning outcomes desired, and 2) conditions for learning that have proven to close equity gaps and serve all students. In this new approach to designing curricula, the discipline is a context for learning, not a silo of content knowledge disconnected from the learner. As students continue down a pathway, credentials are awarded based on competencies – what a student knows and can do – and the kinds of student records (e.g., traditional or extended educational transcripts, e-portfolios) that reflect that learning.

Educational teams teaching coordinated content – not lone faculty members teaching disparate, unconnected courses – are critical to the envisioned learning system. Teams can be composed of faculty, staff, advisors and employers or civic partners well versed in the science of learning to create interdisciplinary and problem-based learning experiences and validate what students have learned. Furthermore, a new learning-based business model will emerge based on learning progress rather than the time-based measure of the credit hour.

In this new reality, employers are engaged as partners in creating problem-based, real world learning opportunities and in helping evaluate meaningful demonstrations of learning. This would help reduce the mismatch between what graduates think they can do and what employers say they need. More work-to-learn in which learning that happens on the job is connected to formal learning is also recognized and validated.

A shared language must exist among students, employers, and postsecondary education about the learning that credentials represent. With a common language and increased partnership, technology and data systems can be built that will allow these practices to be scaled. Quality-assurance mechanisms will bring together the currently misaligned measures to focus on high-quality learning and completion.

In the desired reality, education will be seen as a public good that benefits society and would gain more public support in terms of resources and political will. Affordable and high quality for all, the new learning system will no longer be a social sorting mechanism that creates a society of haves and have-nots. Underserved students will be prioritized and achieve more equitable outcomes. The quality and kind of education you get, and the employment you get after graduation, won’t be determined by your ability to pay.

Hence, more students will complete their education with the skills and knowledge they need to effectively participate in the 21st century workforce.

THREE BOLD STEPS TO THE DESIRED REALITY

With a visual landscape of the current reality and a desired reality of our learning system, attendees focused on what it would take to realize this desired reality. Participants were asked to do two things: 1) imagine the boldest steps you can think of to move from where we are today to the desired reality; and 2) focus on creating a realistic plan for next steps.

Participants identified three priority steps that reflect the how, who, and why of the quality learning movement.
Step 1: Redesign curriculum around 21st century learning

This priority step addresses the “how” of a new learning system.

Redesigning the curriculum would put learners at the center of our system by providing learning experiences that help the student progress toward clearly defined degree-level learning outcomes. This differs from the current reality in that most curricula now focus on checking off particular subject-area boxes. In the future, students would move through educational experiences (e.g., courses, co-curricular learning, field- and employment-based learning) to create personalized learning pathways toward the learning outcomes associated with the degree or credential they seek.

The way students engage in learning will be problem-centered. Students will identify a problem and work to resolve it using their knowledge and skills. This would often be done in a team setting by applying interdisciplinary knowledge and cross-cutting skills. An example: Rather than sitting through a series of lectures followed by generic tests, students in a chemistry course could study the lead level in their city drinking water and design a project related to their findings. This form of applied learning often leads to higher levels of achievement because students are more motivated to own the learning process. When students are asked what problems they want to study and solve, they can see the reasons behind the courses they are taking instead of seeing them as something to check off in order to get the credential that they need to get a job. This kind of learning is also more transparent. Rather than use course names and credit hours as proxies for learning, which can be confusing or misleading, students are shown what they need to learn to earn a credential and how they can learn it.

This approach is already showing positive results in closing equity gaps for underserved students. For example, AAC&U is sponsoring a pilot project called “Transparency and Problem-Centered Learning” at several minority-serving institutions. It is designed to make learning outcomes and teaching practices transparent and examine how faculty may deepen student learning by intentionally articulating expectations and using problem-centered learning and other active approaches. The University of Nevada-Las Vegas achieved measurable improvement in outcomes for its first-generation, low-income and underrepresented students when faculty made course assignments more transparent and problem-centered.

Step 2: Staff with Well-Prepared Educational Teams

This priority step addresses the “who” in the learning system – who serves as the provider of certification, teaching, learning, and assessment in the new curriculum.

This step represents the shift from the idea of teaching as something done by an individual (my course, my responsibility) to a team approach (our curriculum, our responsibility). If the best postsecondary education is a holistic learning experience, then all the different locations and kinds of learning that contribute to an education (e.g., classroom, work, internships, co-curricular activities, prior learning) must be integrated and acknowledged.

This approach focuses everyone in the postsecondary landscape on the learner and the learning outcomes required. This approach requires a team, as no individual can be solely responsible for teaching every learning outcome. This new type of teaching will require educators to learn how to create problem-based learning activities that are sequenced, creating a learning pathway. This will likely require different preparation for post-secondary educators and cross-institutional partnerships with those not traditionally in the classroom (e.g., co-curricular educators, library educators).

The team aspect is critical. As one participant noted, “Every single person in an institution can make or break a student.” Every professional is critically important – advisors, course designers, registrars, faculty members, staff and employers all play a key role in helping students succeed and learn what they need to succeed in the 21st century economy and society. As another participant noted, “By working together, we can get more students further, faster.”

What will the training of educational teams look like? This bold step requires us to tap into the growing body of research on the science of teaching and learning to incorporate methods that are making a demonstrable difference for learners.

This team approach is by nature interdisciplinary. We know from the research that integrated, interdisciplinary learning benefits learners, but it will require faculty to move out of their traditional, discipline-based orientation and work with educators across the institution – as well as with practitioners in employer-industry settings.
This bold step will raise important but difficult questions:

• Who can be an educator, and how are they prepared?
• Who is best positioned to succeed in educating different kinds of students at different levels?
• How do we redefine training and preparation to teach as a scholarly activity, grounded in the science of teaching and learning?
• How do we engage non-faculty who interact with students?
• Do all instructors need a certificate or a credential certifying that they are prepared to teach? If so, who decides and who will do the training and certification?

Step 3: Shift the public policy narrative to ‘postsecondary education is a public good’

This priority step addresses the “why” in the learning system. It’s at the heart of why so many people and groups are undertaking this work.

Shifting from the assumption that high-quality postsecondary education is a privilege or luxury to the idea that it is a public good adds urgency and a reason for the emphasis on high-quality learning outcomes behind credentials. But this movement represents a culture change that will take time and work by diverse stakeholders. It will affect budgets and teaching methods, and require that educators learn new ways of teaching. These changes will have massive impacts on how people do their work, and it is important to acknowledge that.

Regardless of their various perspectives, attendees focused on the priority of this third bold step and that restructured policies and regulatory systems are needed to support this critically important change. They acknowledged that difficult, uncomfortable conversations must take place if these changes are to occur on a wider scale. There will be a need for evidence – solid reasons why new policies and even laws are needed to put these changes into effect.

This bold step gets to the heart of the equity issue. Educators and institutions need to look closely at equity gaps and find ways to close them. To do otherwise is to deny groups an education. This final step is also the one that can feel the most abstract and challenging. An articulated set of smaller steps may make this seem more achievable to those working on the ground. A theory of change may be helpful in giving people a path toward accomplishing this large but essential goal.

“Today’s business model is based on the credit hour, which was never designed to represent learning. How do we build a system that puts learning first?” - Participant

According to the pre-meeting reading material, work in these three areas has not yet been combined in optimal ways to allow for work to be scaled up, nor are there true cultures of assessment to produce sufficient evidence to fuel system- or institution-wide reforms. But there is now more recognition of several areas of action in which alignment of projects and ideas for action are needed. Those areas include the following:

State policy. Work in facilitating student transfer between institutions has put policies in place in some states that have locked in the “cafeteria style” list of courses that students need for transfer. These prescribed lists are in opposition, however, to the interdisciplinary learning and teaching that typify a student-centered, learning outcomes-focused system. We must find creative ways to develop new policies that facilitate transfer based on learning rather than on simple course completion or credit accumulation.

Structural barriers. Institutional budgets and funding formulas are typically based on the number of courses or faculty members in a department. While discipline-based departments can be a structural barrier, other policies can also work against interdisciplinary courses or team-teaching.
**Decision-makers.** Who gets to be at the table when discussions about learning outcomes are taking place and decisions about frameworks, pathways and credentials are made? Are we talking to the right people? For example, with employers, are we talking to the people in the right positions – not just managers but also human resource personnel who examine credentials and often make the hiring decisions?

**Contingent faculty.** It will be a challenge to engage contingent faculty, who may not be exposed to the complete curriculum and who may be low-paid and limited in the hours they can devote to this work. But it is important not to leave them out, because defining competencies and making sure that students achieve them must consider the full sequence of learning experiences. Contingent faculty represent a large and growing number of postsecondary educators.

**Time.** Culture change takes a long time. We need to give faculty time to study the data and make sense of it. Still, there is an urgency to this work. Balancing the time needed to do this right with the sense of urgency to serve students and reach Goal 2025 will be difficult but must be accomplished.

**Trust.** Faculty, who are at the heart of any learning efforts, may not trust initiatives that come from administrators or outside parties. If change moves at the speed of trust, how do we overcome these issues?

**Initiative fatigue.** Too many separate efforts at the institutional level can cause initiative fatigue, limiting the resources, energy, and attention of those on the ground who will be critical to this work – faculty, staff and administrators. It is imperative to show connections between the various initiatives and ways to approach the large-scale change needed.

**Unintended consequences.** There are typically unintended consequences in making big changes and we expect this to be the case in the emerging learning systems work. For example, in an effort to ease transfers, policy-makers have codified certain courses in state regulations and laws, with the unintended consequences that are now making it difficult to respond to 21st century needs.

**Communicate a theory of change.** It will be important for those working on the ground to be mindful that their particular project is part of a larger vision and goal tied to others’ projects. A unified “theory of change” might help articulate the next steps that educators working on learning outcomes should take.

Participants also raised many questions and concerns that will need to be settled as educators and reforms consider the path to advance the three bold steps, including:

- Who will be qualified to teach in this new learning system and who will qualify them?
- In working with various learning frameworks (e.g., DQP, Essential Learning Outcomes, Lumina’s beta Credentials Framework, employer frameworks), how might we best work with the national disciplinary associations and employers on defining competencies? How can we assure that enough people know the learning frameworks and what they are best used for?
- How will advising – and the faculty role in that – be addressed?
GETTING ON THE ROAD: NEXT STEPS
A NEW ROAD MAP

We have drawn a new road map to point us in the right direction. In the middle of our learning system landscape is where we are now (current reality), where we need to go (desired reality), and three bold priority steps to get us to the future. While this work must focus especially in three areas – learning frameworks, guided learning pathways and recognition of learning – there are three fronts of action to best focus learning system reform efforts:

**HOW** we get there will be by focusing on redesigning the college and university curriculum around 21st century learning.

**WHO** will be critical to implementing the new learning system will be well-prepared educational teams.

**WHY** we must commit to this shared journey on our roadmap: Shifting the public policy narrative is our best hope for recognizing that a culture change is needed.
After articulating what participants believe is at the heart of their work, a new view began to emerge: We must work together to take these reforms to many more institutions and students. Specifically, the group expressed a need for a shared language to talk more widely about these reforms. But more than a shared language, the group indicated that what they need – what the education reform movement needs – is a shared vision. We all need to see how these three bold steps in particular come together so that we can go out and show others. Developing the desired reality and three bold steps to get there are important moves toward a clear, shared vision.

Though discussions focused primarily on how these changes will affect educators and institutions, the prevailing view was to put students at the forefront. There was widespread recognition that putting learners at the center – their needs, interests, abilities and the best ways to reach and teach them – is what this 21st century education model is truly about.

The group also acknowledged that there are other reform movements in education – toward completion and greater accountability, especially – that take up considerable attention and resources. These movements are important and can complement work to improve learning and teaching. Those working on redesigning curriculum, building learning pathways, and creating credentials based on learning outcomes should remember (and explain to others) that putting learning outcomes at the center will positively affect completion rates and transparency, which in turn improves accountability. Demonstrating how improvements in learning outcomes can contribute to completion is an essential area of research going forward.

Finally, the group recognized that partnerships are key to advancing the learning systems movement. Future conversations must include policymakers and employers, and faculty must be part of these discussions.

As the convening came to a close, participants identified several short-term actions to help move us forward together:

Create a shared glossary. One item that participants deemed crucial to future work is an accepted glossary of terms. Even among the experts in attendance, all of whom have knowledge of these concepts, there was disagreement about the meaning of some terms. This lack of common understanding can easily lead to disagreements that delay or derail progress. A shared glossary will be necessary for doing the public work of explaining these changes and making the case for them to wider audiences.

Form work groups to help steer the action. Groups might focus on how the various projects might be connected. For example, one group might look at the connections between quality frameworks and guided learning pathways while another could do a thorough mapping of efforts.

Create new partnerships to leverage resources. Participants received a list of projects that others are working on that can be used to identify where participants might collaborate. Serving on one another’s advisory groups or special project committees is another useful partnership opportunity.

Work regionally as well as nationally – and hold inclusive conversations with diverse voices. Meetings, conferences and webinars are avenues to hold inclusive conversations around emerging learning systems reforms – and a key idea is to work regionally in order to bring more people, voices and perspectives
to the table in less time and with less cost than holding national meetings. This would also help bring more diverse voices to the table, including federal and state agency representatives, employers, and assessment bodies. We should recognize that big changes often involve competing interests and not all discussions will be easy or comfortable.

Learn from international colleagues. Learning systems approaches are advancing beyond U.S. shores. We should bring in lessons learned from similar work in other nations to inform our considerations.
SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTS
It Is About the Learning –
Resources to Inform the Field about the Emerging Learning System

Many resources are available to the field about how to engage in learning systems work—at an institution, in systems and as state leaders. This inventory categorizes nearly 200 resources (e.g., reports, books, tools, bibliographies) within six categories that we believe comprise the emerging system of learning¹ The inventory may be used to identify where resources exist, where resources can cross reference one another, and where gaps exist as part of an effort to identify what may be missing and how to create a shared understanding of the emerging learning system with the goal of better informing the field (e.g., faculty, educational leaders, researchers, and policy leaders).

The following graphic portrays the level of activity (number of resources) within the six categories, further broken down into subcategories:

**Quality Learning Frameworks (31)**
- Common Core and Higher Education Alignment
- Degree Qualifications Profile and Tuning
- Beta Credential Framework
- Additional Learning Frameworks
- Employer Engagement in Quality

**Pathways (61)**
- Competency-based Education
- Curriculum and Teaching
- Remediation
- High Impact Practices
- Guided Pathways
- Transfer

**Assessment (51)**
- State of Assessment
- Approaches to Assessment
- Prior Learning Assessment
- Assignments as Assessment
- Rubrics
- Co-curricular Engagement
- General Education

**Recognition of Credentials (7)**
- Transcripts and Badges
- Credential Registry

**Equity (15)**

**Leadership and Change (22)**
- Senior Leaders
- Change Initiatives
- Faculty

¹ Resources are categorized within one “bucket” (the bucket of “best fit”) for purposes of this inventory, but they may fall within others as well. Parameters for selection of resources include: published by the organizations at the convening, focus on practitioners, and recency (published within the last five years).
Quality Learning Frameworks

Common Core and Higher Education Alignment


Degree Qualifications Profile and Tuning

- Examples of Use at DQP institutions: 25 ranging from accreditation to general education to entire institutional redesign http://degereprofile.org/examples-of-use/
- Resource kit: http://degereprofile.org/resource-kit/ includes literature and examples on various topics


• Project specific webinars: ACCJC: http://degreeprofile.org/webinars-videos/


• Project specific webinars: ACCJC: http://degreeprofile.org/webinars-videos/

• Faculty Collaboratives DQP and Tuning Explored webinar November 19, 2015: Susan Albertine, Dan McInerney, James Robinson, and Peggy James Download Webinar (.arf file), use the Webex Player to play the webinar video. Download the PDF version of the webinar slides.

• Webinar on October 5, 2012: Pat Hutchings, Natasha Jankowski & Jillian Kinzie, NILOA Assessment and the DQP (mov) Assessment and the Degree Qualifications Profile PowerPoint (pdf)

• Webinar on March 29, 2013: Carol Geary Schneider & Peter Ewell, DQP Authors DQP and Implications for Assessment (mov) PowerPoint (pdf)

Beta Credential Framework
• A beta Credentials Framework http://connectingcredentials.org/framework/
• Beta Credentials Framework Guidebook (in press)

Additional Learning Frameworks
• AAC&U Essential Learning Outcomes https://www.aacu.org/leap/essential-learning-outcomes
• AAC&U Essential Learning Outcomes VALUE Rubrics https://www.aacu.org/value/rubrics
• The Interstate Passport Initiative – Framework http://www.wiche.edu/passport/knowledge_skills Framework to help support success of transfer students, which includes discussions of learning outcomes for transfer students.
• Employability Skills Framework http://cte.ed.gov/employabilityskills/

Engaging Employers in Quality
• Annotated bibliography for resources on evaluation of employer engagement: http://occrl.illinois.edu/files/Projects/CCTCI/employer-engagement-bibliography.pdf
• “Moving Success From the Shadows: Data Systems That Link Education and Workforce Outcomes” http://www.aacc.nche.edu/Publications/Briefs/Pages/rb03162010.aspx Makes connections among community colleges, student learning outcomes, and employment.
• Community College-Industry Partnerships http://www.aacc.nche.edu/AboutCC/Pages/college-industry_partnership.aspx Examples of partnerships between community colleges and industries
**Competency-Based Education (design principles and implementation)**

- CBE online design planner: https://projects.invisionapp.com/share/P24CQ11A6#/screens
- CBE resources on DQP website: http://degreeprofile.org/resource-kit/competency-based-education/

**Curriculum and Teaching**

- AACC Curriculum Tools. http://www.aacc.nche.edu/Resources/aaccprograms/horizons/Pages/curriculumtools.aspx Provides resources on curriculum tools for civic responsibility, syllabus and course design, course templates, and assessment

**Remediation**

- Center for the Analysis of Postsecondary Readiness: http://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/research-project/center-analysis-postsecondary-readiness.html
- CCA has a “Know this” and then a “do this” model: example of corequisite remediation: http://completecollege.org/the-game-changers/#clickBoxTan
- Blog on corequisite remediation: http://completecollege.org/the-results-are-in-corequisite-remediation-works/
“ACE Convening Highlights Research on Developmental Education Reform Efforts” highlights both Tennessee’s and Connecticut’s education reform. Several recommendations from panelists are mentioned, including easing the top-down approach of legislative reform and identifying at-risk students. http://www.acenet.edu/newsroom/Pages/Best-Practices-Credit-for-Prior-Learning.aspx


Improving the accuracy of remedial placement practitioner packet


In this report, the authors provide an overview of the developmental education redesigns in both states, including their rationale, planning, design, launch, and early implementation.


High-Impact Practices

• AAC&U High-impact Practices: https://www.aacu.org/resources/high-impact-practices

Student Voices


**Guided Pathways**


• AACC Pathways [http://www.aacc.nche.edu/Resources/aaccprograms/pathways/Pages/default.aspx](http://www.aacc.nche.edu/Resources/aaccprograms/pathways/Pages/default.aspx) Discusses AACC’s pathways project, which includes a link to ideas that relate to the role of assessment for student learning


**Transfer**

• Transfer and articulation resources on DQP website: [http://degreeprofile.org/resource-kit/transferarticulation/](http://degreeprofile.org/resource-kit/transferarticulation/)


• The Interstate Passport Initiative [http://www.wiche.edu/passport/home](http://www.wiche.edu/passport/home) Relevant initiative for concerns regarding transfer students.


• Transfer student success resource hub: [https://www.aacu.org/resources/transfer-student-success](https://www.aacu.org/resources/transfer-student-success)

State of assessment


Approaches to Assessment


• NILOA Resource library: http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/publications.html Articles, etc. on various topics, over 700

Credit for Prior Learning/Prior Learning Assessment


• Council for Adult and Experiential Learning. (2011). Underserved students who earn credit through prior learning assessment (PLA) have higher degree completion rates and shorter time-to-degree. Retrieved from: http://www.cael.org/pdfs/126_pla_research_brief_1 underserved04-2011
Student guide to Credit for Prior Learning (CPL), including benefits and examples, methods of evaluating CPL, choosing institutions with CPL programs, and any pitfalls to avoid. [http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Student-Guide-to-Credit-for-Prior-Learning.aspx](http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Student-Guide-to-Credit-for-Prior-Learning.aspx) This ACE page is for Best Practices for Credit for Prior Learning. It includes developing best practices and tools for getting started on outreach. [http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Credit-for-Prior-Learning-Implementation-Matrix.aspx](http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Credit-for-Prior-Learning-Implementation-Matrix.aspx)

The Credit for Prior Learning Implementation Matrix was designed by ACE and crosswalks institutional stages with definitions and activities. [http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Toolkit-for-Veteran-Friendly-Institutions.aspx](http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Toolkit-for-Veteran-Friendly-Institutions.aspx)

This is a webpage intended to help military personal understand their military transcripts and ACE credit recommendations. [http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Transfer-Guide-Understanding-Your-Military-Transcript-and-ACE-Credit-Recommendations.aspx](http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Transfer-Guide-Understanding-Your-Military-Transcript-and-ACE-Credit-Recommendations.aspx)

The Alternative Credit Project through the American Council on Education (ACE) has partnered with 40 institutions and three systems to accept students’ alternative credit. About 100 low-cost or no-cost courses will be available online with ACE’s credit recommendation. [http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Alternative-Credit-Project.aspx](http://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Alternative-Credit-Project.aspx)

Credit recommendation services. This webpage has: Military evaluations, faculty evaluators, and credit links with additional information [http://www.acenet.edu/higher-education/Pages/Credit-Recommendation-Services.aspx](http://www.acenet.edu/higher-education/Pages/Credit-Recommendation-Services.aspx)

Transcript Services. This webpage highlights transcript services for several programs offered by ACE. [http://www.acenet.edu/higher-education/topics/Pages/Transcript-Services.aspx](http://www.acenet.edu/higher-education/topics/Pages/Transcript-Services.aspx)

Assignments as Assessment

- Multi-State Collaborative: [http://www.sheeo.org/projects/msc_dy](http://www.sheeo.org/projects/msc_dy) (includes link to download slides on results of pilot year)
- Multi-State Collaborative webinars: [http://www.sheeo.org/mscwebinars](http://www.sheeo.org/mscwebinars)
- Features of excellent assignments identified by charrette participants: [http://assignmentlibrary.org/uploaded/files/Faculty%20Charrette%20Participant%20List%20of%20Desirable%20Characteristics%20of%20Assignments%20doc.pdf](http://assignmentlibrary.org/uploaded/files/Faculty%20Charrette%20Participant%20List%20of%20Desirable%20Characteristics%20of%20Assignments%20doc.pdf)
- List of additional resources for assignments: [http://assignmentlibrary.org/uploaded/files/Assignment_Resources.pdf](http://assignmentlibrary.org/uploaded/files/Assignment_Resources.pdf)
- This page includes a description of Scientific Thinking and Integrative Reasoning Skills (STIRS) case studies, examples of STIRS cases, and a supplemental resource. [http://www.aacu.org/stirs/casestudies](http://www.aacu.org/stirs/casestudies)
- [VALUE Rubrics](https://www.aacu.org/value)
- Case studies of VALUE Rubrics: [http://www.aacu.org/value/casestudies](http://www.aacu.org/value/casestudies)
- VALUE Rubrics: [https://www.aacu.org/value](https://www.aacu.org/value)
- Rubric resourced from the DQP website: [http://degreeprofile.org/resource-kit/rubrics](http://degreeprofile.org/resource-kit/rubrics)
Discipline-level assessments
- Community College Views on Nursing Accreditation [http://www.aacc.nche.edu/newsevents/News/articles/Pages/12052013_2.aspx](http://www.aacc.nche.edu/newsevents/News/articles/Pages/12052013_2.aspx) Addresses the role of assessment in assessing student learning outcomes within nursing accreditation

Co-curricular Engagement
- Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education. [http://www.cas.edu/](http://www.cas.edu/)

General Education
- GEMS design principles: [https://www.aacu.org/sites/default/files/files/gems/gmsge_p3_designprinciples_flier.pdf](https://www.aacu.org/sites/default/files/files/gems/gmsge_p3_designprinciples_flier.pdf)
Recognition of Credentials

Transcripts and Badges

Credential Registry

Equity
- Equity score card – process and data tool: http://cue.usc.edu/our_tools/the_equity_scorecard.html
- Data visualization tools - And in phase two use the Vital Signs tool: http://cue.usc.edu/our_tools/vital_signs.html and the Benchmarking Equity and Student Success Tool: http://cue.usc.edu/our_tools/besst.html
- Step-up and lead for equity: https://www.aacu.org/sites/default/files/StepUpLeadEquity.pdf
- Driving college completion and enhancing equity via transfer: http://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/research-project/driving-college-completion-via-transfer.html
Leaders


Change Initiatives


- The Search for the Learning-Centered College http://www.aacc.nche.edu/Resources/aaccprograms/pastprojects/Pages/searchforlearning.aspx Discusses the difference between an instructional and learning paradigm in the context of constructing learning-centered colleges.

Faculty

- Faculty: https://www.aacu.org/resources/faculty


Learning Outcomes:
Where We Have Been, Where We Need to Go

Gaining Consensus for Learning Outcomes—A Recent History

For more than two decades, employers and policymakers have been asking tough questions about how well our nation’s colleges and universities are preparing their graduates to succeed in and contribute to a changing global workplace and society. Business leaders persistently express frustration that college graduates are not achieving the broad, cross-cutting learning outcomes they need at high enough levels to fuel a technology-rich, innovation-driven economy (Hart Research Associates 2007, 2015; Gallup 2014). They also complain that—whatever levels of learning graduates might be achieving—transcripts, resumes, and other current forms of documentation do not provide information that enables anyone outside the academy to understand clearly what students actually learned in college. They don’t know what a specific degree or credential signifies in terms of learning.

Given how much more important a highly educated citizenry is becoming to our nation’s economic vitality, it is not surprising that policymakers at both the state and federal levels also have been asking much tougher questions in recent years about how well our nation’s colleges and universities are performing. However, until very recently, business leaders were far more concerned and vocal about actual learning outcomes, while policymakers were focused more on access, affordability, attainment rates, and, more recently, average salaries of graduates. This situation, though, is beginning to change as policymakers examine how well our accreditation system works. A very recent op-ed in The Hill may indicate that some policymakers are turning their attention to the lack of good data on learning outcomes. The author notes that, “For all the rhetoric and angst about increasing college prices, the dirty little secret of higher education is that a college degree doesn’t actually represent any particular set of knowledge or skills. We have no idea what our nation is getting—substantively—in exchange for an enormous public investment in higher education and constantly rising private tuition. Do students leave with just a piece of paper or do they leave intellectually with something appreciably greater?” (Barry 2015, emphasis added).

Higher education leaders haven’t ignored these critiques. Educators, too, have been concerned—especially in the face of changing demographics and changing patterns of college attendance—about the intentionality of curricular pathways and the actual levels of learning our institutions are providing to students. As early as 2002, a national panel convened by AAC&U noted in its Greater Expectations report that,
In their progression toward a degree, large numbers of students enroll at two, three, or more institutions, also taking courses online. For them college can be a revolving door. In the past, students relied on one institution to provide degree programs and, they hoped, to deliver a logically sequenced education. While coherence may have been illusory even then, newer attendance patterns place greater responsibility on students themselves to create meaningful learning from a supermarket of choices. (AAC&U 2002, 2)

This trend toward student swirl has only increased. It ups the ante for institutions and systems of higher education across which students are swirling to collaborate on clarifying expected learning outcomes and demonstrating students’ achievement as they progress.

These pressures and concerns all have driven a steady increase in attention to learning outcomes—how we define and develop them and how we measure how well students are actually achieving them in and across all kinds of institutions. Dozens of projects and many reports have been issued in the last decade addressing the need for greater clarity about learning outcomes and the need to assess them more effectively (see Jankowski, 2016).

Lumina’s Goal 2025 seeks to increase the proportion of Americans with high-quality credentials to 60 percent within 10 years. In addition to its extensive work to develop a highly detailed “Degree Qualifications Profile” (see below), Lumina Foundation has consistently defined “high-quality credentials” as those that are based on transparent learning outcomes and lead to further education and employment. To reach this goal, we need higher education institutions to understand more clearly the links between setting clear and “high” learning goals, students’ own actual learning and achievement, and students’ progress toward completion. Clarity of goals is key to students’ understanding of their progress and, thus, their motivation to stay engaged. There are many signs that this connection between quality learning and persistence can be made and can help accelerate progress to increase US credential attainment to 60 percent (see, for example, Bailey et al., 2015).

Among other organizations, regional accreditors have been leading influencers in the learning outcomes movement. They rarely get credit for their work in this area, but for decades they have insisted that their member institutions identify clear learning outcomes for their students and that institutions have some reasonably valid approach to gathering data and using that data to improve student achievement of stated learning outcomes. In fact, Paul Gaston notes in his recent book on this subject that “accreditation has provided an important external motivation for what is routinely described as the ‘assessment movement’” (2014, 124). He qualifies this observation with several caveats, however. First, because of differences among the regional accrediting commissions, their influence has been inconsistent. Second, “accreditation has [also] been the beneficiary of a movement institutions and higher education organizations have embraced independently” (124). This is a positive indicator in one respect, but a further complicating factor in the quest for a workable consensus on a shared framework for quality credentials. Finally, while effective assessment requires evidence that specific learning outcomes are being accomplished, the degree of specificity required varies from one accreditor to another. Regional
accreditors may call for outcomes and define processes for assessing them, but they shy away from mandates about specific knowledge and skill areas that are required for quality degrees.

A consequence of this complex picture is that, while many institutions of higher education realized that they needed to be more clear and transparent about their broad learning outcomes (see national data below), they often sought to define and assess learning outcomes in unique and therefore incomparable ways—and often only in pockets of their institutions (e.g. certain departments, programs, or schools; or only in general education). Therefore, across higher education, results of the learning outcomes assessment efforts have been diffuse, lacking in rigor, and/or superficial. Results are rarely used to improve student learning (NILOA, 2014).

**Emergence of Credential Frameworks and Assessment Tools**

The Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) began focusing attention on clarity of learning goals and ways to advance those goals as early as 2000 when it launched an initiative called *Greater Expectations: The Commitment to Quality as a Nation Goes to College*. In that initiative—which engaged not only educators, but also civic and business leaders—AAC&U began a long-term effort to work throughout higher education on the issue of learning outcomes. In the signature report issued as part of Greater Expectations in 2002, AAC&U noted that

*The central question is simple: what should all students be learning in college? No matter their aspirations or prior preparation, what will all graduates require to lead personally fulfilling and socially responsible lives? What learning should result from an undergraduate education of quality, whether gained from study at a selective liberal arts college, an urban university, an open-enrollment community college for part-time adults, online courses, or a combination of them all? (21)*

AAC&U built on its work in Greater Expectations, which had involved dozens of colleges and universities that were leaders in intentionality about learning outcomes, when it launched *Liberal Education and America’s Promise* (LEAP) in 2005. Through LEAP, AAC&U has continued to test a set of what it came to call “Essential Learning Outcomes,” and has repeatedly documented strong agreement among employers and educators on cross-cutting outcomes such as critical thinking, problem-solving with diverse peers, and communication skills.

Hundreds of colleges and universities and 11 state systems or statewide consortia now have engaged with the LEAP initiative to clarify their own learning outcomes; scale the use of evidence-based, high-impact educational practices; align their curricular pathways to expected outcomes; and develop effective and meaningful ways to assess students’ achievement of those outcomes. Both the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) and the Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE) have for several years generated very useful data that has informed the LEAP initiative and other learning outcomes reform efforts. NSSE and CCSSE have documented how participation in specific high-impact educational practices correlates with students’ self-reported gains on important learning outcomes and on measures of “deep learning” (Kuh, O’Donnell, and Reed, 2013, and Kuh et al., 2015).
Established in 2008, the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA) also represents an important development. NILOA’s research and technical assistance to institutions has become an important catalyst for continued improvements in learning outcomes assessment efforts and for ongoing campus work with the DQP and Tuning strategies. The institute administers an annual survey that asks provosts to report on practices which ensure that transparent learning outcomes are in place and assessed regularly, and that evidence is used for improvement. Given the importance of transparency of student learning outcomes and accountability, NILOA has developed a Transparency Framework to help institutions evaluate the extent to which they make evidence of student accomplishment available to various audiences.

As accountability for student outcomes continued to increase, especially in light of Secretary Spellings’ Commission on the Future of Higher Education, the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC), the Association of Community College Trustees (ACCT), and the College Board came together in 2009 to create the Voluntary Framework of Accountability (VFA) for the community colleges. Among the criteria for the framework was the expectation for learning outcomes in “critical thinking and writing”. Other voluntary accountability plans emerged from National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities’ (NAICU’s) University and College Accountability Network, and the Student Achievement Measure, a joint project of APLU, AACC, AASCU, the American Council on Education, the Association of American Universities, and NAICU.

In 2011, Lumina Foundation released the beta draft of the Degree Qualifications Profile (DQP), adding yet another important element to this national movement to clarify and measure student achievement of learning outcomes. The DQP was timely in this climate so focused on accountability in higher education because it clearly delineated levels of learning corresponding to specific degrees (associate, bachelor’s, master’s) and “got specific” about how students could and should develop and demonstrate their learning. The DQP applied the concept of learning outcomes to the actual design of educational programs and assessment. Since its launch the DQP has been used by more than 500 colleges and universities. As a result, users reported on their experience and gave recommendations for revision. The authors reconvened in 2014 to revise the DQP and the “new DQP” was formally released in October 2014 along with a suite of resources located at the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA) focused on curriculum design, assessment, assignment design, and DQP Coaches.

LEAP has now expanded to a large family of projects including several designed explicitly around the DQP. Through those projects (including one involving nine state systems), dozens of colleges and universities have examined the implications of the DQP for curricular, assessment, and assignment design. In addition, eight state systems have either fully adopted the LEAP Essential Learning Outcomes or have used them to develop closely aligned sets of “shared learning outcomes.” These outcomes—all critical in the DQP—are now touchstones for continued work on transfer student success and for assessing institution- and system-level outcomes. They also may soon help shape publicly reported accountability systems, providing periodic updates to legislators and the public on how well students in individual institutions and in public systems are achieving learning outcomes important to local economies and communities.
In addition to LEAP and the DQP, other initiatives and organizations also have helped to advance the learning outcomes movement. The Tuning projects Lumina launched in 2009 provided an important avenue through which individual faculty members within their disciplinary groups could begin “harmonizing” their own lists of common learning outcomes across institutions, both within and across states. Lessons from the National Communications Association and American Historical Association as they “tuned” their disciplines, have demonstrated the ability of faculty discipline groups to lead efforts to create transparent learning outcomes. As a result, faculty in these disciplines are now working on gateway course redesign, transfer issues, and faculty preparation that includes teaching and learning.

These various “frameworks for quality credentials” (e.g., LEAP Essential Learning Outcomes and the DQP), appear to be resonating with many institutions – of all sizes and types. Acceptance and use of these frameworks, however, appears to come more easily when they are connected explicitly with faculty members’ interests in student learning and the realities of changing faculty roles (e.g., moving from “sage on the stage to guide on the side”). For example, in its 2013 report to Lumina Foundation summarizing findings from faculty focus groups, Public Agenda noted that faculty considered the DQP a useful potential tool when it was understood as helping “improve student outcomes, rather than helping policymakers cut funding and punish faculty” or as “help[ing] educators solve a problem that [they] care deeply about, namely how [they] know if [their] students are really learning” (Public Agenda 2013, 1-2).

Another key element of the widespread embrace of the DQP and LEAP is that these frameworks align so well both with employer expectations (Hart Research Associates 2008, 2010, 2013, and 2015) and what faculty members themselves believe are important outcomes of college learning – outcomes that are essential not only for work, but also for life and for responsible democratic citizenship (Eagan et al., 2014). The LEAP and DQP frameworks have garnered widespread support because they are multi-dimensional and, particularly in the case of the DQP, they recognize the complexity of the learning process and levels of learning along pathways to graduation.

As frameworks for associates and bachelor’s degrees have emerged, so has the proliferation of new sub-baccalaureate credentials. This development also has generated a parallel set of discussions on the need for greater clarity about the learning outcomes of these alternative credentials (see Connecting Credentials, 2015). Some industries have stepped up to develop and promulgate their own “employability frameworks” (see Manufacturing Institute’s framework and “M” List of recommended institutions); and the National Network of Business and Industry Associations (more than 20 industry and business associations) have collaborated with the Business Roundtable to create the Common Employability Skills: A Foundation for Success in the Workplace, issued in 2015. As a result, a beta Connecting Credentials Framework has been developed to help understand and compare levels of knowledge, skills and abilities that underlie the multiple credentials available.

By using competencies understood both in industry and higher education, the Connecting Credentials Framework could be a unifying way to examine credentials and the learning represented by each credential. This framework will be tested in the next year by 20 community colleges assisted by American Association of Community Colleges through The Right Signals Initiative. The goal is to understand if a more expansive quality learning framework can assist colleges in making sense of a highly diverse credentialing
marketplace that includes degrees, certificates, industry certifications, licenses, digital badges and other micro-credentials.

What impact can we document so far?

In 2015, AAC&U surveyed chief academic officers (CAOs) at its member institutions and found that

- 85 percent of CAOs reported having a common set of intended learning outcomes for all their undergraduate students. This figure is up from 78 percent who reported this in a 2008 AAC&U survey.
- The intended learning outcomes of these institutions were highly aligned to the original list of LEAP Essential Learning Outcomes. In 2015, 75 percent report that their common learning outcomes address “research skills and projects.” This figure is 10 points higher than it was in 2008.
- From 2008 to 2015, there was a slight increase in the percentage of CAOs reporting that almost all of their students understand their institution’s learning outcomes. Nine percent report that in 2015; only 5 percent reported it in 2008.
- 87 percent of CAOs report in 2015 that their institution is assessing learning outcomes across the curriculum beyond the use of course grades. Only 70 percent reported this in 2008.
- While assessment of learning outcomes is still done predominantly at the departmental level, there is an increasing focus on assessing learning outcomes in general education. In 2015, 67 percent report they are assessing outcomes in general education as compared with only 52 percent who reported this in 2008. Another 25 percent also report in 2015 that they are planning to assess learning outcomes in general education. (An even earlier AAC&U survey – done in 2000 – indicated that only 32 percent of institutions were assessing student performance relative to general education goals “very much” or “quite a lot.”) (Hart Research Associates 2008 and 2016)

NILOA also surveyed educational leaders in 2009 and 2013, further affirming the trend toward greater attention to learning outcomes and their assessment. Mirroring the findings above, in NILOA’s most recent survey, released in 2014, 84 percent of institutions reported that they had common learning goals for all their students, up from 74 percent in the organization’s earlier 2010 study. This is clearly movement in the right direction. However, NILOA also reported in 2014 that only four in ten institutions reported that the learning goals of all their various academic programs were aligned with the institution’s stated learning goals for all students. NILOA’s surveys also affirm the key role that regional accreditation has played and continues to play in motivating institutions to focus on learning outcomes assessment.

As in so many other areas of higher education reform, while progress is being made much more work is needed in the area of closing achievement gaps—and even in documenting what those gaps are in achievement of institutional learning outcomes. For instance, 100 percent of CAOs report in AAC&U’s 2015 survey that they are tracking retention and graduation rates, 78 percent are tracking participation in engaged or high-impact learning experiences, and 70 percent are tracking achievement of institutional learning outcomes.
However, when asked about whether, in tracking these items, they are disaggregating data by race, ethnicity, income, or parental level of education, few are disaggregating the data related to high-impact learning or learning outcomes assessment results. Sixty percent report that they do not disaggregate by any of these variables students’ participation in engaged or high-impact learning experiences; 75 percent report that they do not disaggregate by any of these categories students’ achievement of institutional learning outcomes (Hart Research Associates, 2015). Clearly, more work is needed to ensure that underserved students achieve learning outcomes that are widely considered to be fundamental.

Concurrent with the developments noted above, a growing number of institutions have defined their mission as “competency-based learning.” They have chosen to focus the degree on what students should know and what they can do with their learning rather than on the units of course time tracked by “the credit hour.” Some participants in this movement see competency-based education (CBE) as a new direction applicable to all of higher education. Others see it as primarily appropriate for working adults who can shorten their time to degree by demonstrating degree-relevant learning from non-academic contexts.

While competency-based learning can be traced back to initiatives in the early 1970s, the digital revolution has introduced a new direction. This new approach has students progressing at their own pace through digitally framed course materials and automated tests, with access to course “coaches” but not necessarily to specialists in the field of study. Some CBE schools use the DQP, LEAP, or both as frames of reference. Several institutions are engaged with local employers to define common learning outcomes between degree and career requirements. Others keep their competency frameworks in-house, contending that they are proprietary. And, others also offer industry-recognized certificates or credentials, often resulting in an alignment with professional associations that increase program credibility (Public Agenda, 2015). CBE, however, is clearly a trend that is accelerating. AAC&U’s 2015 survey found that 10 percent of CAOs report “offering some programs in CBE format,” with another 40 percent reporting that they are “considering developing the option for some programs.” A recent survey from Public Agenda (2015) confirms this growth as more than 500 CBE programs are being designed or delivered across the country.

The Bridge to Completion Efforts – Clear Learning Outcomes

In addition to the initiatives mentioned above – those that aim to improve the definition and transparency of learning outcomes, curricular alignment and students’ achievement – initiatives have been launched in recent years that seek solutions to the problems students face in trying to complete their credentials. Initiatives in this “student success” thread seek to increase the rate of successful transfer, use evidence of student learning to better guide student decision making on structured learning pathways, and form new types of transcripts that better represent what a student knows and can do. Jobs for the Future is supporting statewide student success centers that help community colleges implement guided pathways. Complete College America just released a report on the impact of corequisite education in four states, with results demonstrating a near 40 percent increase in students completing important gateway courses (Complete College America, 2016).
Additionally, new ways are being developed to deliver academic programs. These initiatives (e.g., the Interstate Passport managed by the Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education, the Competency-Based Education Network and related CBE projects, accelerated degree programs, etc.) are also now beginning to develop more effective ways to clarify and assess learning outcomes.

The time may, indeed, be ripe for connecting all of these various efforts.

The Bottom Line

The various projects associated with LEAP, NILOA, the DQP, Tuning, and CBE build on and further extend the shift toward defining quality learning in terms of demonstrated learning outcomes. However, the various frameworks, curricular pathways, and assessment approaches developed through these efforts are not fully aligned in optimal ways—ways that would enable genuine scaling of learning improvement efforts. There is slow but discernible institutional and cross-institutional progress toward defining and assessing a core set of learning outcomes important for all students. While progress is clearly being made, relatively few higher education institutions have true “cultures of assessment” that produce enough evidence about student learning to fuel institution or system-wide improvements, including those at the course, assignment, and program levels. This will require more work directly with cohorts of faculty—changing their mindsets from “my work/my course” to “our work/our curriculum” and helping them see how meaningful assessment data can be used to improve outcomes. It will also require a more coordinated effort by national organizations working with institutions to improve quality. And it will require bold, ongoing leadership from sponsoring organizations, including Lumina Foundation and other philanthropic entities.

What may be holding back the movement?

One issue clearly hampering the movement is this lack of alignment across the various “frameworks for quality credentials” and concomitant efforts to improve learning outcomes. This isn’t, however, the only thing holding back progress. A recent op-ed in *The Chronicle of Higher Education* and the nearly 100 comments it elicited provides insight into some faculty members’ ongoing skepticism about learning outcomes assessment. Erik Gilbert, in an essay titled “Does Assessment Make Colleges Better? Who Knows?,” notes that, “I am starting to wonder if assessment may actually do more harm than good” (2015). He worries that the way assessment is being done on too many campuses may affect its potential positive impact on long-term outcomes. He asks, “Are we using assessment to find minor shortcomings in our teaching and curriculum … and in the long run having no real positive effect on the quality of our graduates and institutions?” Without more attention to identifying major, cross-cutting shortcomings and work at the program and institutional levels, this is, indeed, a legitimate concern.

This is precisely the reason, however, why the DQP has become such an important catalyst for change. By choosing very explicitly to focus on program- or degree-level “proficiencies” rather than on course-level “competencies,” the DQP propels a very different conversation on individual campuses and allows for the essential cross-campus, system-level conversations that are so important for ensuring the success
of transfer students. The importance of this shift in focus emerges in one of the nearly 100 comments made in response to Gilbert’s article. Richard Sherry notes that

One of the issues that first came up when a department I worked in began to talk about assessment was the realization that the department had no stated goals for student learning that could be linked to our coursework (this was a long time ago). The second insight was that the courses were not aligned in any meaningful way—not just in sequence, but in any form of continuity, intellectually, conceptually, geographically, etc. This meant that 300-level courses were not guaranteed to be more demanding than 200-level, nor were they guaranteed the foundation of 200-level courses and experiences. Took awhile, but the "assessment exercise" task enabled us to align the curriculum, state learning objectives, develop a strategy for introducing students to the skills they needed, build those skills, and evaluate them at the end of the program. I still, 20 years later, think it was one of the most important community tasks we had as a department.

Another commentator, Alex Small, affirms another essential but often neglected aspect of effective learning outcomes assessment efforts. None of the LEAP Essential Learning Outcomes or any of the proficiencies described in the DQP can be achieved at graduation levels through only one course. Despite this, assessment efforts often focus only on the graduation level rather than on the ways in which students develop capacity through progressively more challenging work. Such work encompasses assignments and levels of learning across multiple educational experiences in and outside the classroom – including experiential and applied learning, which is increasingly important for many students.

Small notes in his comment to Gilbert’s article that

The problem is that the real goals that we have for students in our programs generally take many courses to achieve. I don’t know that any one physics class will make my students all that much better at applying fundamental principles and quantitative methods to make predictions about the physical world. (And what I have just stated is certainly one plausible Student Learning Outcome for a physics class.) However, I also observe that by the end of four years (or, realistically, five or six, given graduation rates) most of the physics majors have some reasonable competence at that. No doubt similar things could be said for the intellectual skills that people in other disciplines are trying to help their students develop. Even for less fuzzy things, like mastery of a particular topic, my observation is that most students only sort of get it the first time, but do better at it after using it in a subsequent class, or seeing other examples of it in a subsequent class. It’s the repeated exposure that really seems to matter. No doubt similar observations apply in other disciplines.

Next-generation learning outcomes assessment work must expand the cohort of faculty members who understand and have the capacity to work together with colleagues, not just to produce meaningful
learning (and evidence of learning) at the program level, but also to provide feedback to individual faculty that is actionable at the classroom level. Both classroom-level and curricular design-level changes are needed to truly move the needle on student learning outcomes.

Cross-institutional efforts also will be very important in the next phase of work. Efforts like the Multi-State Collaborative (MSC) on Learning Outcomes Assessment (using common LEAP VALUE\textsuperscript{1} rubrics to assess student work across 12 state systems) may propel the movement to a new level of national impact. For the first time, we actually are beginning to have comparable data on student achievement that reflects how achievement of learning outcomes is actually being demonstrated in real student work products produced in the regular curriculum. This data provides much more information about the key dimensions of cross-cutting learning outcomes than do simple average test scores. Preliminary analyses from this study also show that many students in “traditional” two- and four-year public institutions are not where they need to be on critical thinking, writing, and quantitative reasoning.

The MSC/VALUE approach to assessment can provide valuable feedback to faculty on how well particular curricular paths may be helping students attain certain learning outcomes. Moreover, once faculty evaluate student work samples against the rubric standards, many instructors are motivated to redesign course assignments so that they help students work more intentionally on the expected skills and applications of learning delineated in the DQP. Many faculty members are, indeed, interested in using assessment data to improve their teaching and learning strategies and/or to make changes in curricular requirements. Unfortunately, many traditional systems by which we reward and/or organize faculty work stand in the way of advancing productive changes to advance improvements in achievement of important learning outcomes.

**Lessons Learned and Moving Forward**

1. There is clear consensus about the broad, cross-cutting learning outcomes all college graduates need to succeed in the workplace. These outcomes are actually the same outcomes that help students become responsible citizens and flourish after graduation. Both in established institutions and in competency-based education we can and must move beyond each institution having a unique set of outcomes completely disconnected from larger national frameworks and largely invisible to those beyond that institution.

2. At the same time, given the traditions of US higher education, we need to show that institutions can put their own “unique” spin on their own outcomes even in transfer settings. To ensure that clarity of outcomes actually results in intentional curricular practices (including at the program, course, and assignment level where they matter most), faculty members themselves need to engage with learning outcomes and “own” the outcomes and approaches that institutions will use to measure student learning and the effectiveness of institutions and programs.

\textsuperscript{1} VALUE (Valid Assessment of Learning in Undergraduate Education) is a campus-based initiative launched by AAC&U that brought together teams of faculty and other educational professionals to create, test, and use sixteen rubrics aligned with the LEAP Essential Learning Outcomes.
3. While one can achieve consensus on outcomes, the work to align programs, courses, and assignments to those outcomes is an essential process that most institutions have only just begun. Moreover, far more work is needed to assess the outcomes of all the other occasions for college-level learning, especially those experienced by nontraditional students (e.g., co-curricular learning, work-based learning, military experience).

4. Many institutions have not yet engaged their part-time and/or contingent faculty in learning outcomes alignment and assessment processes. Many still use a “once-and-done” approach to competencies, in which, for example, a single course in math is taken to satisfy the competency expectation despite abundant evidence that cross-cutting competencies require practice across multiple learning contexts.

5. There are new generations of faculty coming on board who see the curriculum in new ways and are interested, even excited, about using learning outcomes and new forms of assessment to test and improve new curricular models and teaching approaches. But, too often their desire to change the curriculum is hampered by structural impediments (e.g. reward systems, structuring and payment for faculty time in the classroom, etc.). Many faculty, however, especially in the humanities and social sciences are coming to understand that more clarity about learning outcomes and collective work to develop more integrative curricular pathways is essential to the continued support for and vitality of their own disciplines.

6. Even if an institution has clarified a common set of learning outcomes, few have effective, campus-wide practices to ensure that all students fully understand the learning outcomes. Likewise, few institutions have articulated how, exactly, their curricular programs should advance those outcomes and how their own work should demonstrate achievement of those outcomes. Some institutions are beginning to integrate processes to track student learning progress using various technological tools outside of standard learning management systems. Institutions must also do far more to build student understanding of broad learning outcomes and the capacity of academic advisors to communicate about outcomes and how curricular pathways lead to them. For instance, Stanford University and University of Maryland University College have a competency-based transcript where students and advisors can monitor student progress through learning pathways. This work could potentially complement other student data and allow institutions to create predictive models that inform early alert systems.

7. While the consensus on the most important, cross-cutting outcomes is clear, the regional accrediting community is hampered in its ability to advance the movement. Regional accrediting organizations do not use the same language to describe any common set of outcomes that all undergraduate degree programs must advance for all students. This is a serious limitation.

8. Our standard methods of assessment, in use for at least a century, are woefully inadequate to actually assess the outcomes that are most important at the levels of learning students need. However, the strong interest in using rubrics and samples of student work, rather than tests, to
discern how well students are doing on key learning outcomes suggests a new direction for assessment and for faculty collaboration around learning outcomes. The time may have come for faculty and institutions to share common frameworks for assessment and share and compare meaningful learning outcomes assessment data tied explicitly to students’ own work—done both in academic and experiential settings.

9. It takes time for well-organized campus efforts to educate and fully engage a critical mass of faculty members to clarify outcomes and begin to map programs, courses, and assignments to those outcomes. It then takes additional time and faculty development to gather meaningful assessment data and put it to use to improve instruction and curricular design. It remains a formidable challenge to engage all faculty—including contingent and part-time faculty—in the necessary collaborative work to clarify and assess learning outcomes across the curriculum.

10. As more institutions make use of digital learning resources and opportunities, too little work has been done on how well various online learning resources or settings actually advance the most important learning outcomes for all students.

11. There is much productive work going on in both academic affairs and among student affairs professionals who are developing and using learning outcomes to capture the learning that goes on outside of traditional college classrooms. Unfortunately, there isn’t enough integration or cross-sector learning happening to leverage this work to accelerate improvements.

12. Leadership is essential at every level— from faculty, deans, senior leaders, and boards to policymakers. Unless smart, strategic, educationally minded leaders publicly support and lead learning outcomes efforts, results will be minimal and/or marginal.

Creating a New System

What, then, would a more aligned, student-centered, learning-based system of postsecondary education look like? The Connecting Credentials Initiative has proposed a system in which:

- All postsecondary credentials—including degrees—are fully based on learning outcomes that make them easier to understand and use by employers, educators, and individuals.
- Users can rely on the quality of credentials, including their accuracy in representing the academic achievements of a credential holder.
- Credentials are continually updated and validated to ensure they stay relevant to societal and economic needs.
- Learners understand how credentials are interconnected and clearly see the learning pathways that they can follow to obtain credentials and reach their goals.
- Users can clearly combine micro-credentials in ways that ladder into high-quality degree programs and that can inform their successful educational and career planning transitions.
There is increased attainment for students traditionally underserved by higher education, particularly students of color, low-income, adult, and first generation students.

As previously outlined, there are many efforts underway that could lead to a more student-centered, learning-based system. These efforts could be grouped into the following categories and interact with each other to create a seamless learning pathway (see Chart 1):

- **Frameworks for Quality Credentials** help organize our disconnected system and make it more transparent. By establishing a common language for defining quality credentials and their associated learning outcomes, a framework can act as a road map for all who must negotiate the education landscape. (See Appendix A for list of frameworks.)

- **Guided Learning Pathways** are the highways, streets and roads on the map of the credentials system. In a transparent and well-organized system, learners can select the pathway(s) that best meet their specific needs. Pathways are clear, connected and aligned so that today’s mobile learners have many points of access and freedom of movement within the system. There is growing understanding that measuring learning by competencies can increase the number of pathways and ease transfer. (See Appendix B for example of principles to design pathways.)

- **Learning Outcomes Assessment/Recognition of Credentials** is based on competencies. This opens up multiple ways to demonstrate/assess learning and translate that learning into credentials whose value is recognized and clearly understood by all. (See Appendix C for discussions of comprehensive student records.)

**Chart 1: Visual of new student-centered, learning based system**
Realizing a New System

With so many organizations and institutions involved in one or more of the initiatives described above, many more colleges and universities are now at least making clear what their institutional-level learning outcomes are—what they aspire to in terms of what each of their graduates should be learning in order to “earn” their degrees. As yet, despite all of this work and significant accomplishment, far more work is needed. We must build on this new clarity about outcomes and the emerging cross-institutional work on assessing those outcomes to ensure the creation of viable degree program pathways for all college learners.

To increase attainment of high-quality degrees, where should leaders in different sectors focus?

- Foundations could accelerate change by convening organizational and institutional leaders across key sectors (e.g., regional accreditors and their board members, national organizations, state systems, regional compacts, research institutes, and policy organizations) to examine evidence, test hypotheses, and chart an action agenda. A new action agenda could address key questions related to aligning frameworks and accelerating momentum as outlined below.
- Follow-up initiatives could focus simultaneously on what quality-assurance leaders can and should do, and on strategic leadership across institutional sectors (public, private, broad access, selective). Particular attention should be given to merging the completion and the learning outcomes quality movements. Questions to pursue in future initiatives include:

Equity

- As the learning outcomes movement proceeds, how can we move issues of equity to the forefront? How can we reform a system in which some students are graduating with the learning outcomes they need and others get credentials of little or no value?
- As more students—including many traditionally underrepresented students—pursue higher education degrees in nontraditional ways (e.g., through CBE or fully online programs), what additional research and practices are needed to ensure that these programs are advancing DQP outcomes for all students?

Transitions into and through Guided Learning Pathways

- Research increasingly suggests the value of well-marked learning pathways to support student persistence and degree attainment. As more institutions gather meaningful data on students’ achievement, how can they use that data to align and implement more effective guided learning pathways – pathways that feature clear connections to entry expectations (e.g., connections to the Common Core), clear on-ramps from developmental education or other sub-baccalaureate credentials to AA/AS or BA/BS credit-bearing courses and experiences, and clearly delineated and integrated general education and majors requirements?
- How can institutions ensure that all students fully understand their institution’s shared learning outcomes and precisely how their own guided curricular pathway will enable them to demonstrate their achievement of the outcomes through meaningful work?
• How can clarity about, and assessment of, learning outcomes smooth the transition from college to career? How can new information (e.g., data from rubric-based assessments of student work in e-portfolios) be included in next-generation transcripts, LinkedIn profiles, etc.?

Policy and Accountability
• Policymakers are very focused on key levers related to affordability and to on-time completion rates, especially for low-income and minority students. How can we connect this work to the quality learning agenda? (One example is the work AAC&U is beginning to do—connecting its work on guided curricular pathways that are rich in high-impact practices with the work of Complete College America in its “reduced-choice,” intrusive-advising-focused guided pathways work.)
• Can regional accreditation have a significant impact on both accelerating the learning outcomes movement and building capacity on the part of institutions to assess outcomes in meaningful ways? Can they, themselves, come together and articulate clearly in accessible and common language a commitment to a set of shared outcomes all institutions should advance and measure?
• How can leaders working on learning outcomes positively influence federal policy as reauthorization of the Higher Education Act is debated?
• How can state policy accountability frameworks be reconfigured to address issues of affordability, productivity, completion, but also the quality of student learning? Can integrated policy frameworks help streamline regulatory structures to allow colleges and universities to target resources toward learning outcomes improvements that also increase retention and completion rates?

Advancing Institutional Change and Connecting Change Agendas
• How can we develop ways for institutions to integrate and connect various reform movements, beginning with whatever part of the agenda makes sense for them? (For example, institutions could start with developmental education reform or with high-impact practices or with general education reform or with assessment or with transfer student success. Different tools and projects could help with any or all of these, but institutions need guidance and support to take those individual efforts and connect them into a coherent quality/equity improvement agenda.)
• As efforts intensify to create and make coherent the role of sub-baccalaureate credentials and unbundled educational opportunities, how can educators in different sectors align credential frameworks and connect coherently steps along educational pathways taken by all kinds of students, including returning adult students, less well-prepared students, racial/ethnic minority students, etc.?

Faculty
• Can we generate more lasting impact on learning outcomes by engaging faculty in ways that respect their expertise in teaching and learning and in ways that acknowledge their need and desire for credible and actionable information on how well their students are learning?
• What additional tools or venues are needed to create sufficient engagement among faculty?
• How can institutions involve a critical mass of faculty—including part-time and contingent faculty—in the process of defining, aligning, and assessing key learning outcomes?

Leadership

• What do we need from leaders in different sectors—in institutions, state systems, and national organizations?
• How can we cultivate more collaborative leadership within and across institutions? Coordinating collaboration requires leaders who respect the work of faculty and truly understand the on-the-ground institutional pressures, some of which can slow movement on learning outcomes and some of which can be leveraged to advance movement.
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Appendix A
Description of Common Learning Outcomes Frameworks
(AACC, Request for Proposals: The Right Signals Initiative)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Tool</th>
<th>Brief Description</th>
<th>How Can Be Used</th>
<th>Link for More Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connecting Credentials: Beta Credentials Framework</td>
<td>The Beta Credentials Framework unifies terminology and breaks learning into knowledge and skills (specialized, personal and social) as well as charts 8 levels that outline the depth, breadth and complexity of learning. The Framework was developed by a team led by the Corporation for a Skilled Workforce (CSW) and CLASP, working with a number of educational providers of credentials with support from Lumina Foundation in 2014-2015. The beta Credential Framework was launched on June 11, 2015, for exploratory use.</td>
<td>This framework establishes a “common language” way to examine the competencies associated with any credential. It is a tool intended to help users see how to integrate the use of multiple credentials.</td>
<td>Downloadable at website where there is also a guide describing how the Framework can be used: <a href="http://www.connectingcredentials.org">www.connectingcredentials.org</a>. Print copies of the Framework are available for free from: <a href="http://lumina.go2vista.com/category">http://lumina.go2vista.com/category</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Degree Qualifications Profile (DQP)</td>
<td>The DQP provides a baseline a set of reference points for what students should know and be able to do to earn associate, bachelor’s and master’s degrees — in any field of study. The DQP engages faculty in vital work of improving courses and shaping programs of study. There are 5 broad categories of proficiencies in the DQP — 1) Specialized Knowledge, 2) Broad Integrative Knowledge, 3) Intellectual Skills, 4) Applied Learning and Collaborative Learning, and 5) Civic and Global Learning — which provide a profile of what degrees mean in terms of specific learning outcomes.</td>
<td>This tool offers users a way to think through the learning outcomes associated with degree programs which can help in translating them into terms comparable with other credentials.</td>
<td>The DQP as well as resources for implementation can be found at <a href="http://www.degreeprofile.org">www.degreeprofile.org</a>. Print copies are available for free at: <a href="http://lumina.go2vista.com/category">http://lumina.go2vista.com/category</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Employability Skills: A Foundation for Success in the Workplace: The Skills All Employees Need, No Matter Where They Work</td>
<td>The National Network of Business and Industry Associations has developed a core set of fundamental skills that potential employees need in the workplace — and a common vocabulary to explain them. There are four areas of skills in the Framework: Personal Skills, People Skills, Applied Knowledge, and Workplace Skills.</td>
<td>This tool can contribute to reflecting on whether and where key foundational skills are developed in the context of specific credentials.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.nationalnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Common_Employability_Skills-03-30-152.pdf">http://www.nationalnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Common_Employability_Skills-03-30-152.pdf</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO)</td>
<td>Developed by the Association of American Colleges &amp; Universities and launched in 2005, the Essential Learning Outcomes seek to define a set of learning outcomes that all students need from higher education in the 21st century. Complimented by a set of rubrics to assess student learning, the ELO’s engage faculty in designing learning experiences and assessments.</td>
<td>This tool offers a way to assess how each of the credentials being employed contributes to learning outcomes all students need.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.aacu.org/leap/essential-learning-outcomes">http://www.aacu.org/leap/essential-learning-outcomes</a>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Industry sector frameworks are another set of common frameworks set by the Department of Labor, Career and Technical Education, and associations. These frameworks will be well known to specific programs within the colleges — so are not specified in this chart.
Appendix B

Designing Guided Learning Pathways for Quality and Inclusive Excellence

[AAC&U, 2015]

- With Equity and Belonging Paramount Values, Institutions Meld High Touch and High Tech to Support and Monitor Student Engagement and Progress, Giving Special Attention to Frequent or Systemic Barriers and Challenges
  - Build an intentional and welcoming community so that every student feels known, respected, supported and savvy about where to find help
  - High touch: provide mentoring and individualized degree plans to connect degree program pathways (and developmental education, if needed) with students’ own goals, lives, and emerging interests
  - High tech: deploy data analytics to provide timely information about student progress and problems, and to address systemic disparities or barriers
- Faculty Define and Programs Address Essential Learning Outcomes – across Systems and within Institutions
  - Enable a constant curricular and co-curricular focus on the most important purposes of college learning—preparing students to tackle complex questions, economic, democratic, and personal
- Sequence Programs, Courses and Well-Designed Assignments to Foster Essential Learning Outcomes
  - Use the DQP Matrix to map Essential Learning Outcomes across all courses and requirements in the program, at progressively more challenging levels from initial courses to final studies
  - Connect the curriculum visibly with the wider world and students’ own questions, while providing clarity, direction and progress points or “markers” for students
  - Provide multiple on-ramps for students in transition and/or who need supplemental work
  - Where relevant, use digital tools to free time for student/faculty work on projects
- All Students Participate Frequently in High Impact or Active Learning Practices, From First to Final Year
  - Shift the focus from passive listening and rote assessments to students’ own effortful engagement with questions, problems, and projects, including community- or work-based projects
  - Ensure students’ constant practice of essential learning outcomes such as analytic inquiry, engaging diverse perspectives, collaborative problem-solving, ethical inquiry, quantitative reasoning, information literacy, communication skills, etc.
- Every Student Completes Applied Learning Projects—Connected to Program and Student Goals
  - Connect college learning with unscripted questions important to the student
  - Prepare and enable students to become self-directed learners
  - Embrace AAC&U’s LEAP Challenge: which invites higher education to make students’ “signature work” a catalyst for their integrative and applied learning
- Students’ Own Work—including Their Applied Learning Projects—Provides the Primary Evidence of their Progress Toward Degree Level Learning and Educational Achievement
  - Reduce the emphasis on assessments that are disconnected by design from the actual program of study; shift our focus to students’ own “best work.” [Use AAC&U’s LEAP VALUE rubrics to track student progress on key learning outcomes and monitor equity of learning (see www.aacu.org/VALUE)]
Appendix C
Summary of Comprehensive Student Records Project

SUMMARY OF COMPREHENSIVE STUDENT RECORDS PROJECT CONVENING
October 28-29, 2015—Elk Grove Village, IL
Summary of Comprehensive Student Records Project Convening
October 28-29, 2015—Elk Grove Village, IL

Part 1: The CONCEPT of Comprehensive Student Records

Introduction: Expanding the Student Record
Brad Meyers, the university registrar and executive director of enrollment services at Ohio State University, and the current past-president of AACRAO, provided an introduction and framing for this convening. He explained that the topic of the student record is generating a great deal of interest among registrars, making it important to provide a sense of direction and guidelines for moving forward.

The “student record”—specifically the transcript—is a key educational currency that has been fairly static for a long time. However, while the transcript has been static, the environment for education and work, as well as the needs and expectations of students, employers, and educational institutions, has changed greatly. For example, more than 80% of the incoming freshmen at Ohio State had prior learning credit they brought with them, and more students are engaged in not only “bricks and mortar” enrollment, but also online and experiential learning.

There is increasingly a desire of multiple stakeholders (institutions, governing boards, legislatures, students and families, and prospective employers) to look beyond the courses and grades that appear on transcripts, to also know about a student’s learning outcomes, competencies, and learning outside of the classroom.

In the summer of 2015, at the AACRAO Technology & Transfer Conference, there were several sessions and discussions on the topic of the student record. During these discussions, several critical questions were raised. Ten of them are summarized here:

1. In addition to courses and grades, what student experiences and evidence of learning should be recorded as part of a more comprehensive student record? How could the broad range of student experiences be better represented? At Ohio State, a conversation has begun about adding a deeper level of detail which might include the undergraduate research a student engages in, information about independent study or group study work, information about a student’s honors thesis, publications by a student, and information about a cooperative or internship program. Other examples of content to include might be service experience, academic milestones, out-of-classroom experiences, leadership development experiences, and other information about measurable competencies or learning outcomes.

“Should we, and if so, how should we include that information on the academic transcript?”
Brad Meyers

2. Who is receiving the transcript and what are they using it for? It is unlikely that a prospective employer and the admissions committee of a graduate program would focus on the same information.

3. Is one single document and format meeting the needs of all students? The traditional transcript tends to be designed for other academic programs, though even for this audience additional data would likely provide a more complete picture of a student. However, prospective employers would clearly appreciate additional, but relevant, data.

4. How is the nature of today’s educational environment changing and should that impact what appears on the transcript? Already, the demand for experiential and online learning is increasing rapidly, and the environment for instructional delivery is expected to rapidly evolve. It is important to have a framework that provides sufficient flexibility in a rapidly changing environment.

5. How should enhancements be displayed on the transcript? What exactly will this enhanced student record look like? Is it anticipated that there will be some standardization of the additional information that is provided?
6. How will the additional information on the transcript be validated? One of the values of a transcript is that it is reliable information validated by an institution. But does all additional information added to a transcript need to be validated? Perhaps some information is validated and some is not; if clearly indicated on the transcript, is that sufficient? And, for those things that are validated, who does the validation?

7. For whatever enhancements are implemented, how is the information managed? Who is responsible and accountable to collect, manage, and maintain this additional data?

8. How do we leverage technology to support an enhanced transcript? An e-transcript provides much greater flexibility to meet a variety of needs, but what matters is what the reader (in particular the student) actually needs and will use.

9. How do we appropriately engage the faculty in the process of enhancing the transcript? This is a critical group in the assessment process; their involvement and buy-in is essential.

10. What is the role of registrars and student life professionals in this process?

There is unlikely to be a one-size-fits-all solution, but it may be possible to provide a sense of direction and guidance for transcript enhancements.

**Project Overview**

AACRAO associate executive director Tom Green provided an overview of the Comprehensive Student Records Project.

**Goals**

1. **Accelerate the creation of a comprehensive student record.** This is the main goal of the project. Specifically the goal is to serve as a catalyst and to have one or more models of an enhanced student record within roughly one year.

   “The main goal is to accelerate the development of a comprehensive student record in a digital format.”

   *Tom Green*

2. **Develop a framework for the development of these records.** This is about a development process to help guide institutions that are considering the creation of a comprehensive student record.

3. **Document the operational and policy considerations for registrars, student affairs officers, and other higher education professionals to share with their campuses.** Almost all of the questions to be addressed deal with policies at institutions; it is often policies that stand in the way of progress and that need to be changed. What are the operational considerations that will be encountered during the process that other institutions should consider?

4. **Document ways in which the credit hour limits or fails to limit the development of student records, especially in light of competency-based education.** Traditional transcripts are tied to Carnegie units/credit hours, but don’t reflect outcomes or competencies. Will adding these or basing records solely on these be impacted by the need to reflect credit hour accumulation?

5. **Directly assist a group of institutions (originally 8 and has expanded to 12) to develop models of comprehensive student records.** These models include adding competency-based education, learning outcomes, and/or co-curricular learning.

6. **Communicate the project’s results to higher education audiences.** This goal involves communicating during the project to discuss challenges and share progress and results, and at the conclusion to provide models institutions may emulate.

“One of the questions is, ‘Who’s the audience for these records?’ . . . The real audience is our students. If we think through that lens first, a lot of the other things will develop.”

*Mike Reilly*

A student record can’t simply be a summative document when a student leaves an institution. Students will need to consider the areas of the record that won’t be populated by only completing courses. The record must drive formative experiences, and this will require communication and education of students about these records as students enter the academy. Further, because so many students in the United States transfer and earn their first credential at their second institution (44%), we must wrestle with how the work developed at our institutions will be articulated to others.
What’s Already Happening

In the United States, several institutions are already beginning to think about and get experience with some form of an expanded student record. (Examples from University of Maryland University College, Stanford University, and Elon University are summarized later in this report.) In the United Kingdom, efforts began 15 years ago to represent learning and achievement beyond the traditional transcript. This was driven partly by employers who wanted to be able to differentiate one top student from another, which a transcript didn’t effectively do. Two lessons from the UK are: 1) consider the role of vendors carefully and whether having records disseminated by them is preferable to institutional or governmental controls; and 2) the student record has to be a formative document, not a summative document. The experience in the UK has also shown that PR is necessary as students don’t automatically understand or gravitate to this new type of record; it has to be promoted and explained.

Other experience with enhanced student records comes from vendors. IMS Global is a vendor that has been interested in engaging with the work of this project to develop ways of taking data across multiple systems and interpreting data. Bringing data together from disparate parts of an institution is an important, complex, and necessary task. Another vendor is Parchment, which is working to create some alternative student records and co-curricular records. There are other vendors that are similarly interested in the work and how student records may evolve.

Timeline & Project Elements

The timeline below shows the steps in the project. The initial eight institutions have been identified and readiness assessments will begin following the convening. Project scope and internal communication plans will be developed as part of the readiness assessments. Additional institutions will be identified and convene soon and join into this timeline. In early 2016, the project shifts from facilitation to creation and testing of model records, and reporting of outcome information. In parallel, it is important to externally communicate the project to others.

Among key steps are:

- **Readiness assessments.** This involves looking at an institution’s current capacity to produce a CSR, where it wants to be, and documenting gaps. This includes policy gaps, operational gaps, infrastructure gaps, and perhaps other types of gaps. Consultants from AACRAO and NASPA will conduct two-day site visits with participating institutions. Plans and goals are reviewed, as is the infrastructure for collecting, recording, and communicating student achievement data through digital student records.

> “The readiness assessments are designed to help each institution form a clear road map to the completion of a comprehensive student record.”
> Tom Green

- **Project scope plans.** This is documenting what is learned in the readiness assessment, the ambitions of the project, and what has to happen. It includes an operational plan that outlines the deliverables of the project at each institution and the timeline for their completion. It might also include a discussion of potential technology solutions and whether they will involve in-house or vendor solutions.

- **Communication plans.** There needs to be clear communication about intentions and goals of the project to faculty and staff at the institution, so that they understand what is and isn’t being considered. Progress must be reported so that team members, institutional leaders, faculty, students, and staff are informed.

The institutional participants in the project include institutions from all regions of the United States, from public and private institutions, and from two- and four-year schools. Participants include institutions with one campus as well as entire systems.

Learning Outside the Classroom

In discussing learning outside of the classroom, Kevin Kruger shared the context for what is happening in higher education. He identified crises taking place including the higher cost of college, declining financial support from states, and increasing student debt. At the same time, 40% of institutions are not meeting revenue goals, which will be exacerbated in coming years as there will be fewer high school students and graduates. There are crises related to race and equity issues, use of alcohol and drugs on campus, and sexual assaults. In addition, there are disruptions taking place in the delivery of education and in the demand for jobs, which is pushing institutions to increase their focus on career services.
As these disruptions are occurring, there is a shift in who is coming to college. There remains a sizeable (13 million) 18- to 23-year-old coming-of-age generation in college. But adult learners ages 25-35, many of whom work full or part time and often have family obligations, are increasing rapidly. These students experience education in a different kind of way, requiring greater institutional flexibility. There will be an increase in the number of Hispanic students, who are disproportionately first generation, low income, and from school districts with fewer resources, and who enter college less college ready, particularly in math and English. (Research shows that Hispanic students have lower completion rates, as do African Americans, than other ethnic groups.)

The generational profile of who will be attending college is also changing. Millennials are being replaced by the next generation (referred to by terms such as Next Gen or Generation Z), which is already the largest generation in the United States. This generation behaves and learns differently. They are heavy users of YouTube and learn through video and visuals. They are activists, want purpose, and want to create their own experiences. A few interesting statistics from data from a Northeastern University survey:

- Almost 75% of this generation believe that their higher education institution should allow them to build their own major.
- About 67% think the institution should be teaching them about entrepreneurship, and 42% want to work for themselves.

These habits and preferences create a very different profile of student needs and wants. As students are creating new types of experiences and paths, the way their educational experiences are documented will need to change.

At the same time that student preferences are changing, employers are increasingly emphasizing “soft” skills, referred to as character or social or emotional or 21st-century skills. A Harvard study identified three types of soft skills as most important to employers: listening, collaboration, and cultural awareness—which can’t be put on a transcript. But this interest among employers is another factor driving the need to add information about experiences. It is important that they think about co-curricular learning for all students, including part-time students.

In addition to breaking institutions into two groups, Parnell generally categorized institutions as having conversations about assessing the learning that has occurred by looking at learning outcomes, skills, competencies, and models to be used.

Survey findings

To better understand what is happening at different higher education institutions in documenting learning outside of the classroom, Amelia Parnell had conversations with representatives from 20 institutions. Based on those conversations, Parnell identified five general themes from these conversations. They are:

1. Institutions are addressing co-curricular learning with a committee. The key players on the committee include the registrar, faculty, and student affairs. Registrars tend to ask, “How can we know what gives value?” “What’s the whole process?” “How can we make this scalable?” The faculty is focused on the assessment of learning. And, student affairs is focused on the depth and breadth of experiences.

2. The process of categorizing activities and assessing outcomes is organic and iterative. This entire undertaking is a process, which takes time, and starts with questions like, “How many outcomes should be measured?” Considerations include short-term engagements, service learning and internships, practical work experience, and prior experiences.

3. Student buy-in is critical. Students can’t wait until their senior year to get valuable out-of-classroom experiences. It is important that they think about co-curricular experiences from the outset. This must be a consideration for all students, including part-time students.

4. Institutions are using several types of technology. Committees are asking if they have the internal resources to create and customize technology themselves, or if a vendor option makes more sense.

5. Students are the primary audience for this work right now. Institutions are considering employers but are more focused on students’ needs.

“Employers are saying it is less important where you went to college and what your major is. What’s more important are your soft skills.”

Kevin Kruger

“Campuses are saying, ‘We need something that will give students an opportunity to marry what they’ve been doing inside and outside the classroom.’”

Amelia Parnell
The key takeaways from these interviews are: campuses have a primary goal of creating an institution-wide culture that supports and encourages student engagement and connections between learning inside and outside of the classroom; and institutions need processes that are scalable, which requires that technology play a key role.

Degree Qualifications Profile (DQP)
The concept of DQP is relevant to the work of the Comprehensive Student Records Project. The idea for DQP is to create a learning-centered framework and connect this framework to as many relevant projects as possible. The focus is to be clearer to all audiences about what a degree represents in terms of learning outcomes. The intent is not to standardize or homogenize higher education, but just to provide a framework that yields greater clarity about what a degree represents in terms of learning.

Key words that are part of DQP are “degree,” “quality,” and “profile.” The DQP is a scaffolding that expresses what graduates of different institutions should know and be able to do. The DQP raises the level and expands the conversation about the goals of higher education enterprises.

“DQP represents a shifting in thinking from what are we going to teach and how are we going to represent what is taught to what should our students learn.”

Jillian Kinzie

The DQP framework involves creating a profile that represents the five dimensions of learning, at every level of learning (associate, bachelor, and master): specialized knowledge, broad and integrative learning, intellectual skills, applied and collaborative learning, civic and global learning. All five dimensions are interrelated. The framework is fairly specific and involves demonstrating learning and competencies through use of active verbs, like “describing the context” or “constructing an alternative.”

“DQP can provide some frame for your work. . . . It might give you some language and some verbs and some tools.”

Jillian Kinzie

Part 2: APPLICATION of Comprehensive Student Records

The first part of this meeting focused on the key concepts related to comprehensive student records. The conversation then shifted to hearing from three institutions that are making progress in applying these concepts on their campuses.

University of Maryland University College (UMUC)
Joellen Shendy described how UMUC is tying competencies and learning outcomes to student records. This effort is in direct response to the problem that UMUC is trying to solve, which is that the current transcript shows what courses were delivered; it does not show the learning that has occurred. At top schools, the value of a degree is based on the institution’s reputation, but at other institutions the value of a degree is based on what a student actually learns and what they can demonstrate to an employer.

UMUC has about 90,000 total students and 54,000 full-time-equivalent students. The institution is primarily online, and most students are working adults age 32 and older, with a large military population. Many students move in and out of the educational experience; many take a long time to complete their degree; and there are many non-completers. UMUC has many campuses, particularly in Europe and Asia.

Trends such as competency-based education (CBE), micro-credentials, and credential stacking have the potential to dramatically impact affordability, access and opportunity, and completion rates. These trends, as part of online learning, can affect where and when learning occurs, and can result in more transparent learning outcomes.

A new type of student record that emphasizes learning and capabilities has the potential to help break the failure paradigm that is prevalent among non-completers, can aid transfer and portability, and can provide greater clarity about credentials. The potential opportunity is to provide greater clarity around credentials and to help students understand the value they are getting from credentials.

“There will be a paradigm shift. In the future, students will have more control over their own academic records, and registrars will be responsible for overseeing the sharing of verified data.”

Joellen Shendy
Important insights about competency-based education—which is an approach to pedagogy that emphasizes the mastery of skills and concepts rather than credit hours or seat time, and which is flexible, personalized, and relevant—are:

- It’s not just about producing more citizens with degrees. It is about growing talent to meet the challenges of the future.
- It’s not just about universities and colleges. CBE is appropriate at all levels of education to develop a 21st-century workforce.
- It’s not about how fast you can go. It is about a personalized pace and pathway.
- It’s not about delivering discrete, isolated skills. It is about developing broad capabilities for a knowledge economy.
- It’s not just about money. It is about creating value.

With a focus on CBE, UMUC is part of IMS Global’s Work, in collaboration with the Competency Based Education Network, which is engaging in efforts to coordinate multiple pilots and demonstration projects. This includes a technological interoperability project (TIP), with a goal of resolving technical interoperability issues. Demonstration projects include projects focused on:

- Managing competencies using a unique key in an integrated database.
- Reporting assessment evaluation results.
- Extracting CBE program information for non-term-based financial aid.
- Measuring components of regular and substantive interaction.
- Producing an extended CBE transcript.

There are multiple registrars and multiple vendors involved with these projects, showing a high level of interest and support. These initiatives have helped identify an entire ecosystem involved in creating a new record and transcript. In creating an extended transcript, one major problem was that all of the players in the ecosystem had differing terminology. To solving this problem a reference hierarchy was created, with eight levels. Also, guidelines were developed. In addition, ideas being pursued include the work being done by Lumina Foundation on the creation of a registry of competencies (www.credentialtransparencyinitiative.org), and giving students agency over their own record.

In assessing the trends, deciding to participate in various pilots, and understanding the entire ecosystem, UMUC is looking at exploring, creating, and piloting a model with a vendor such as Learning Objects. Such a pilot could be personalized and include information about different types of adaptive course work. It could also include a “capability dashboard” and would produce a “capability transcript.”

A system such as this one would allow data extraction at a program level or a student level. It is essentially turning a LMS/course-based model into a more student-friendly program model with more search capacity and capability for students. A prototype of what a capability transcript or extended transcript could look like is shown below.

The prototype is not a document; it is a digital webpage, which can be made into a pdf as desired by employers, including options such as allowing for students and employers to choose the content they pull down. Evidence can be attached to demonstrate competencies and there will be notes to verify information sources. The prototype that IMS Global is developing is all open source code, enabling any university to download the code, tweak it, and use it.

“Employers could pull down the information that they need.”

Joellen Shendy
In developing this system, UMUC has seen that vendors can be true partners, but that the institution must be the driving force. UMUC has also learned that institutional buy-in is extremely important to change paradigms, and transparency is critical.

Stanford University

Tom Black explained that at Stanford, as at most other universities, transcripts have essentially been chronological records showing the courses in which a student has been enrolled. Black provided a quote from *The Chronicle of Higher Education* that said, “College transcripts are horrible . . . we have almost no useful information about what they [students] learned in school.” Another problem with previous transcripts is that they were term-based and not grounded around learning areas. In addition, Stanford was experiencing a proliferation of departmental certificates.

Innovative solutions to the challenges faced include:

- **Centralization of certificates.** Stanford is working to centralize all departmental certificates under the registrar’s office. Stanford is offering digital records that are generated by the registrar’s office and certified by the recipient through a secure process.

- **Digital Scholarship Records.** Stanford is far along in creating a prototype Scholarship Record that provides information about eight ways of thinking and doing. They are: 1) aesthetic and interpretive inquiry; 2) social inquiry; 3) scientific method and analysis; 4) formal reasoning; 5) applied quantitative reasoning; 6) ethical reasoning; 7) engaging diversity; and 8) creative expression. For each course, the coursework is grouped underneath these learning outcome areas to show the learning achieved from a particular course.

- **A digital student locker.** This locker is a central location for a student’s scholarship record, certificates, and other information about learning outcomes to be stored and easily shared. A student can place items into his/her locker, access it for life, and share or post digital badges or credentials with outside entities, such as LinkedIn or other job-search sites.

Elon University

Rodney Parks provided a definition of a co-curricular transcript as a record of a student’s co-curricular and/or extracurricular activities, as defined by the institution. He pointed out that co-curricular transcripts are not new. They have been around for at least 20 years, as Elon has had a co-curricular transcript since 1994.

At Elon, there are five co-curricular areas, tied to the curriculum, which align with the institutional mission. These areas are service leadership, internship, study abroad, global education, and research. On campus, each student affairs office oversees the certification of these experiences. If a student has an experience that is not tied to an academic experience, which they want reflected on their co-curricular transcript, the student can go to the appropriate center on campus and ask that their experience be verified. The co-curricular transcript provides a way to capture more information to provide a more complete picture of a student.

Elon has found that having a robust co-curricular transcript helps with retention and completion. They help in providing more comprehensive information to employers, and help in designing courses that incorporate experiential learning.

“We want to begin to paint a comprehensive student record that fully fits the four-year college experience.”

Rodney Parks

Several factors make a great co-curricular transcript. It is reliable and verifiable. It demonstrates depth. It provides relevant contextual information for the audience—including employers and recruiters who spend an average of just 37 seconds reviewing a resume. And, it is meaningful.
At Elon, work has been completed to convert the co-curricular transcript to an electronic artifact. The co-curricular transcript has been revised to match the look and feel of a traditional academic transcript, and Elon has launched a new ordering system that includes the co-curricular transcript. As a result, after three co-curricular transcripts were ordered in 2012, 727 were ordered in 2013.

Going forward, Elon is beginning to think about the creation of a visual transcript, which uses visual concepts to show a student’s experiences. An example of what this might look like is shown below. Parks’ thinking is to create something not that is Elon-centric, but that could be adopted by other institutions as well. This concept—which has evolved to be a two-page document—is close to being able to test.

Conclusions

Themes from this convening included recognition that the historic academic transcript, which has not changed in many years, provides an incomplete picture of students’ learning, competencies, and experiences. The transcript has value within higher education and will retain its value for the foreseeable future. It is unclear to potential employers or graduate programs what students have learned, what competencies they have developed, and what experiences they have had. And, it is often difficult for students to share this unique, differentiating information in a reliable, verifiable way. Emerging is the idea for a new

Employers, recruiters, and students all have a very favorable view of experiential transcripts, with survey results showing positive reactions around painting a different picture of candidates/applicants than academic transcripts, being more easily verified, and being helpful in the hiring/admissions process.

A lesson at Elon is the importance of marketing this new transcript to students. Elon has marketed this new transcript to graduating seniors as a tool to market themselves differently.
type of student record that provides additional information on learning outcomes, competencies, and experiences outside of the classroom. However, creation of this new type of document raises many questions, such as who the intended audience is, what information is to be shared, and how this information is gathered, verified, and presented.

While many institutions are wrestling with this subject, some institutions are aggressively moving ahead, leading the way in creating new types of student records.

The Comprehensive Student Records Project is working with participating institutions on readiness assessments, defining project scope, and developing internal communication plans. In early 2016, the testing and production of model records will take place, followed later in the year by the reporting of outcomes, with continual communication throughout the year.

This project, along with the efforts already taking place, has the potential to fundamentally transform student records, resulting in more comprehensive, more valuable documents that better communicate student learning and achievement to all key stakeholders.
In addition to the supplemental documents included in this report, you will find helpful background material in two other publications:

- *Connecting Credentials: Making the Case for Reforming the U.S. Credentialing System*
- *Connecting Credentials: Lessons from the National Summit on Credentialing and Next Steps in the National Dialogue.*

Both of these publications – along with a wealth of other information on reform efforts in postsecondary credentialing – are available on the Connecting Credentials website (www.ConnectingCredentials.org).